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Dear GLOKALde Readers,  
 
First of all, greetings from Turkey and me that “Welcome to the fifth issue of the 
GLOKALde, being as Volume: 3, Number: 1 January 2017 issue as an official online 
journal of the UDEEEWANA creation (for detailed info please. visit 
http://www.udeeewana.org) which is and covers new relationships between 
theoretical, technological and the practices of education in the countries in the 
tight boarder of the UDEEEWANA map, based on distance education and having a 
distance education learners population at more than eight million, it is one of the 
world-wide on distance education association 
 
GLOKALde was the sponsor journal of the Future Learning 2016 which held by 
Istanbul University. GLOKALde provide an opportunity for publishing some 
selected papers by Science Committee. So, in this issue we are giving a place four 
papers from the conference. In this issue covers 5 articles which are from Turkey 
and South Africa. In addition, in this issue we gave a place one 3 “Republished 
materials” and one “Book Review”. 
 
It will particularly strive to meet the continuing education needs of practitioners 
by providing a forum for the discussion of extended learning policies and 
practices, and trends in information technologies as they impact the delivery of 
any kind of the student support services for distance learners and institutions”. As 
I am an academics in distance education world as known, I had other academic 
responsibilities too for my academic life such as giving lectures, conducting 
researches, course coordinate, presenting papers in national or international 
seminars and conferences, direct and complete MA or PhD studies, jury 
memberships of the any level in my field and other administrable responsibilities 
such as chair department, science and advisory committeemen, organizer ship 
etc.  

 
The GLOKALde will aim to establish new channels of communication the for the 
distance education world in general, but for the regions and countries especially 
included in UDEEEWANA is suggested as the association for the region for Eastern 
Europe, Scandinavia, Baltic, Turkic, Caucasians, Middle East, Arab Peninsula and 
North Africa which are included the countries such as Afghanistan, Algeria, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Georgia, 
Jordan, Hungary, Iraq, Iran, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Libya, 
Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, Morocco, Northern Cyprus Turkish Republic, 
Norway, Oman, Palestine, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Syria, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Turkey, 
Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan and so on. 
 
 
I believe that we will be successful with all together for crowning GLOKALde 
too by display a good team work. I am sure that GLOKALde will keep its 
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regular publishing with its highest academic quality authors, technical team well 
known editors in distance education field and experienced administration. I 
believe that the time is the wonderful and best moment to receive this 
responsibility with a new younger generation.  
 
GLOKALde was the sponsor journal of the Future Learning 2016 which held by 
Istanbul University. GLOKALde provide an opportunity for publishing some 
selected papers by Science committee. So, in this issue we are giving a place four 
papers from the conference. In this issue covers 5 articles which are written by 18 
authors, from the countries   India, Indonesia, Turkey and South Africa. In 
addition, in this issue we gave a place one 3 “Republished materials” and one 
“Book Review”.  
  
The 1st article is conducted by Gülay EKREN, Sinop, Turkey and Nilgün OZDAMAR 
KESKIN, Anadolu University, Eskisehir, Turkey. Their article titled as “Using The 
Revised Bloom Taxonomy  In Designing Learning With Mobile Apps”. Article 
analyzes Designing Learning With Mobile Apps. Mobile learning has been 
reshaping the mobile applications and requesting a different pedagogy. 
Therefore, the applications designed for mobile learning are expected to be 
compatible with the desired skills in learning objectives and learning outcomes. 
It is recommended to determine learning objectives and learning outcomes that 
supports appropriate pedagogy for mobile learning while designing an 
application. In this study, the use of the revised Bloom Taxonomy in designing 
mobile learning applications was evaluated in terms of cognitive processes and 
learning outcomes for the realization of effective learning.  

 
The 2nd article written on “Perceptions of ELT Pre-Service Teachers on 
Alternative Assessment Via Web 2.0 Tools, written by Nazlı Ceren CIRIT, Istanbul 
University, Turkey, and Perihan SAVAS, from Middle East Technical University, 
Ankara, Turkey.	The study investigated ELT pre-service teachers’ perceptions on 
the use of web 2.0 tools in the methodology courses for alternative assessment 
purposes. The study group comprised 40 sophomore ELT pre-service teachers at a 
Turkish state university. The period of the study lasted for fourteen weeks during 
which six different blended learning tasks were administered. The data collection 
process included a pre-survey, a series of reflection papers and a post-survey as 
well as semi structured in-depth interviews.  
 
The findings of the study revealed a positive attitude of the participants toward 
the use of web 2.0 tools for alternative assessment purposes both before and 
after the tasks were implemented. Besides, it was found that the participants 
approached more positively after the task implementation process. Participants 
of the study suggested several advantages and disadvantages in relation to the 
integration of Web 2.0 tools to their courses as a means of alternative 
assessment. However, data revealed that the advantages outweighed the 
disadvantages. In the end, the participants expressed their suggestions and 
future plans related to the tasks of the study. The results of the analysis 
conducted for both qualitative and quantitative data were found to be in line with 
each other. 

 
3rd article has sent by Cemal AKTURK, Kilis 7 Aralık University, Turkey, 
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Sevinc GULSECEN, from Istanbul University, Turkey which is written on 
“Foreign Language Education And E-Learning”. They mentioned in their 
article that language learning is so difficult learning activity for success of 
speaking, listening and writing with especially a foreign language. E-learning 
technologies and online contents facilitate this challenge. In this study, the 
impacts of the e-learning tools to learning English, Turkish as a foreign 
language has been investigated. Working group of the study is consists from 
students of Engineering Faculty and Sscience and Literature Faculty in Kilis 7 
Aralık University.  
 
The students of Engineering Faculty are Turkish and they learned English 
with e-learning tools. Despite that, students in the other group are Syrian 
and they learned Turkish with e-learning tools at the Arabic language and 
literature section of other faculty.  
 
Research data were obtained by student achievement scores from the 
database of the student information system. Obtained data were analyzed by 
frequency, percentage and independent samples t-test methods. The 
findings from the research, results, comments and suggestions were shared.  
 
4th article is reached again Turkey with an executive summary and full text in 
Turkish. We gave a link to full text. It is titled as “The Effects On Perception 
of Social Networking Use of Universıty Academicians and Students”, written 
by Tarık TALAN, and Adem KORKMAZ, from Kilis 7 Aralık University, Kilis, 
Turkey. In this study, we have compared perception and rates of social 
networking use of university academicians and students for educational 
purposes.  
 
For this purpose, in the mid-term of 2013-2014 academic years, we applied 
an online questionnaire with 162 students and 95 faculty members in 
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü Imam University. The questionnaire of “Facebook 
Usage and Perceptions as an Educational Tool” has been applied to the 
students and faculty members as a data collection tool. Frequency, 
percentage and chi-square analyzes were used to analyze the obtained data. 
The findings of the study, results, comments and suggestions are shared in 
this proposal. 
 
5th article is from South Africa, University of South Africa, written on 
“Exploring The Potential of Using Podcasts In Supporting Distance Education 
Students”.It is written by Maria MADIOPE, from University of South Africa 
and Mpine MAKOE (as being corresponding author) Institute for Open 
Distance Learning University of South Africa, South Africa.  
 
They mention that over the years, audio has been used in distance education 
to create a presence of a lecturer in the learning environment.  These audio 
technologies were used for the purposes of complementing the existing 
print-based study material.   
 
This study seeks to explore how one of these audio technologies, podcasting 
was used to support distance students from the University of South Africa 
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who are enrolled in a research proposal writing course. Data was collected 
through observations, questionnaires and interviews.  Six audio podcasts 
were made available to all students. The findings suggested that most 
students used mobile devises to download podcasts and the majority of them 
reported that podcasting enhanced interaction through providing guidance 
and assisted them to pace themselves through print-based material.   

 
In this issue we published one book review frpm the literature. Book is titled as 
“Advancing Higher Education With Mobile Learning Technologies: Cases, Trends, 

and Inquiry-Based Methods”. Edited by Jared 
KEENGWE and Marian B. MAXFIELD 
Published in 2015 by Information Science 
Reference (IGI Global). Reviewed by Harun Serpil, 
PhD, Anadolu University, Eskisehir, Turkey 

 
Edited by the leading experts in the field of Mobile 
Learning Technologies (MLTs), this book specifically 
focuses on the practical and theoretical applications 
of MLTs in diverse countries and contexts at various 
levels of application (especially tertiary), along the 
lines of constructivist/inclusive curriculum design, 
instructional MLT implementation and integration, 
pedagogical frameworks/models, innovative 
mLearning methods, digital reading, Web 2.0 
technologies, and teacher development. As such, 
the book provides a solid and comprehensive 

overview of the MLTs (or mLearning), with concrete applied experiences from the 
field helping readers have a high-resolution mental map of the mobile learning 
topography, enabling a deep grasp of the field. 
 
By bringing together important research on MLTs from the multiple perspectives of 
preservice teacher learning, course design/redesign, from various geographical contexts 
(Africa, America, Europe, Australia, etc.) and educational levels including considerations of 
access in resource-poor environments, and introducing new and creative applications of 
MLTs, this book makes a remarkable contribution to the field by filling a gap. This book is 
also a great guide for practitioners since it provides many real-time hands-on 
implementations of various frameworks and models with plenty of visuals and figures. It 
also enlightens us about the future potential of MLTs to pave the way for educational 
alternatives to enhance distance learning, especially in higher education. As such, this 
book serves as an invaluable reference for those who seek to gain deeper insights into the 
current and future MLT work and for those who wish to get a glimpse into the future of 
MLTs. 
 
As you will notice that we sometimes give a place “republishing/earlier published 
material/” sections in our journal coincidently for to inform and benefit our 
GLOKALde readers from earlier or researches and published studies or newest 
reports which are related our field by receiving their official permission(s) and 
giving its original cite in the literature.  
 
Here, in this issue I would like announce and to give a place Brandon Hall 
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Group’s latest, very well designed and published three reports and in this issue for 
to share GLOKALde readers.  

 
The first report is titled as “LMS 
TRENDS 2015: Is It Time for 
Something Different?”. The Brandon 
Hall Group just released this 
wonderful report on the LMS trends 
for 2015.   

 
This report illustrates The Education 
2030 Agenda identifies the 
acquisition of ICT skills as an 
essential requirement for citizens to 
confidently thrive in this rapidly 
evolving society.  

 
Considering that ICT is the dominant means by which we can participate in and 
contribute to the knowledge society, it is of paramount importance that citizens 
are equipped with the appropriate knowledge, skills and attitudes. Users need to 
learn to leverage and enjoy the countless benefits of using ICT while also 
becoming resilient in the face of potential risks. 
 
 Second report, prepared by the Asia 

Pacific Education Research 
Institutes Network (ERI‑Net), under 
the auspices of UNESCO Bangkok, is 
the third and final in a series of in-
depth studies on transversal 
competencies.  

 
This final study examined how 
teachers in the Asia‑Pacific region 
are being prepared and supported to 
meet the challenges of facilitating 
the learning of transversal 
competencies.  

 
 
The study compiled the findings of ten case studies from nine countries in the 
Asia‑Pacific region, and has identified an urgent need for school- and system-
level support to create a ‘space’ in which transversal competencies can be 
deliberately taught, learned and assessed, with teachers as the key.  
 
The report offers valuable insights applicable to the Asia‑Pacific region and 
beyond. It is hoped that policy-makers, educators and experts will find this a 
useful resource in advancing the Professional. 

 
The 3rd original paper has histric valuable that is Draft constitute for a 

establishing attemts of Palestine Open University in 1980.  
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STUDY 11. DRAFT CHARTER AND DRAFT STATUES OF THE PALETSINE OPEN 
UNIVERSITY, Reported L. MELEIKA, Published by the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultur, UNESCO, Paris, June,30, 1980 
 
THIS Document is so important from point of Paletsine education cornerstone view 
before realizing 1st International Paletsine Distance Education and Learning 
Conference on March 19-20, 2017. 
http://dspace.qou.edu/contents/smart/index.html 
 
Cordially, 
Hope to stay happy. 
 
 
Happy 2016 for all you... and hope to meet 1st April 2017. 
Cordially, 
 
Ugur DEMIRAY, professor. 
Editor-in-Chief of the GLOKALde 
Email(s): udemiray33@gmail.com     glokalde.editor@gmail.com   
URL: http://www.glokalde.com 
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF UDEEEWANA LAUNCHING 

 
Dear Distance Educators, 
 
 
UDEEEWANA as a new distance education association is Launched. 
A brief info is here dealt with UDEEEWANA. 
 
UDEEEWANA -United Distance Education For Eastern Europe, Western Asia, 
Northern Africa- is suggested  as a new  association for the region Eastern Europe, 
Scandinavia, Baltic, Turkic Republics, Caucasians, Middle East, Arab Peninsula and 
North Africa which are  included the countries such as Afghanistan, Algeria, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Georgia, 
Jordan, Hungary, Iraq, Iran, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Macedonia, Moldova, Morocco, Northern Cyprus Turkish Republic, Norway, Oman, 
Palestine, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Sweden, Syria, Tatarstan, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Ukraine, United 
Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan and so on. 
 

 
 

A Map of the UDEEEWANA Regions Countries 
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WHY UDEEEEWANA IS NEEDED?    
 
It is mentioned in the book which is titled as “eLearning Practice…. 2010, that 
eLearning offers many opportunities for individuals and institutions all over the 
discussion technologies such as mLearning, tLearning and uLearning. Multimedia 
on the internet, telecommunications, wireless applications, mobile devices, social 
network software, Web 2.0, Web 4.0 etc are radically redefining the way people 
obtain information and the way to learn.Policymakers, international 
organizations, higher education institutions and researchers in the field of 
education agree that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have 
the potential to stimulate international collaboration, to create flexible learning 
paths and to open the borders of the university.  
 
Western and Eastern Asian nations are increasingly embracing eLearning in 
education and training, both within their classrooms and in distance education. E-
transformation has been much slower in the education systems of the Eastern 
Europe, Nordic, Turkic Republics, Middle East, Arab and North African countries.  
 
It is, therefore, considered timely to conduct an inquiry into the ways and extent 
of eLearning in these countries, the factors driving and constraining such 
developments, and how progress might be further encouraged. Searching the 
literature, it is possible to find reports, accounts, research findings and conference 
presentations on eLearning in these countries but many of these are in languages 
other than English.   
 
English language developed in collaboration with colleagues in these various 
countries and so will be a first and of international significance. Many of the 
institutions in the countries to be reviewed also make extensive use of traditional 
teaching and methods and media, so it will not consider for these countries only 
eLearning and mobile or mLearning in isolation but in blended or mixed-mode 
learning, both in classroom environments and in distance education.  
 
This project is mentioning the distance education practices in Turkey, and will 
examine and discuss the role of leadership which should be undertaken by Turkey 
patronage in the region of Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa 
regions countries. It is a well-known fact that the international distance education 
organizations in the world are not well organized and functional in this area or for 
the regional distance education institutions. And De institutions are not organized 
up to now in the region of Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa 
regions countries. To fill this gap, it will be argued that Turkey might have a 
leadership role in the distance education field in the region and can organize the 
practices of the regional countries in academy and practice. Based on this 
argument, the structure of the potential organization and the regulation of the 
organization will be discussed. And also, the draft of the constitution of the 
recommended association will be presented, which will be regulated and 
redesigned in accordance with the others. Thanks to this council, nearly more 
than 50 countries will have the chance to introduce their distance education 
practices to the world.  Expected these countries can use UDEEEWANA to discuss 
practical and scientific issues via conferences or journals, and they can even 
establish sub-distance education associations in their region or in their 
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countries. Some of these countries are Afghanistan, Algeria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Bulgaria, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Georgia, Jordan, Hungary, Iraq, Iran, 
Israel, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Libya, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Morocco, Norway, Oman, Palestine, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Syria, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, 
Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan and so on.  
 
Please share with me your valuable thoughts at any level. Since UDEEEWANA will 
crown with your support and valuable participants. 
 
Prof. Dr. Ugur DEMIRAY,  
Founder President of UDEEEWANA 

 
Ugur DEMIRAY is professor of Communication Teaching in the School 
of Communication Sciences of Anadolu University, Eskisehir, Turkey. 
He holds Undergraduate B.A. in 1981. And also Ph.D. degree 
completed at Anadolu University, in May 1986. His researches are 
dealt with distance education application of Anadolu University, 
Ministry of Education and by other universities in Turkey. His 

researches on communicational gaps of distance education students with their 
institution, also interest also lies towards the profile of distance education 
students, and relationship of graduates and job market in Turkey. He is also 
interested about changing of ethical behaviors around the world by inserting 
technological developments to the educational field especially distance education 
applications on marketing of distance education programmes and eLearning. In 
addition, his studies are focused on distance education field and scholarly online 
journalism especially on DE. He has an extensive experience publishing e-journal 
on distance education internationally under the patronage Anadolu University 
since 15 years, named, TOJDE-Turkish Online Journal for Distance Education. 
TOJDE is a peer-reviewed quarterly e-journal. He is also an editor, consultant 
editor, reviewer for more than 15 international journals which are deal with 
distance education and educational technology.In addition, he has responsibilities 
on advisory boards and as referee for conferences, symposiums, and panels. He 
has co-authored and individually contributed chapters in some Turkish and 
international books. Up to now he has around 15 imprint or eBooks dealt with 
distance education and many articles, which has been published national and 
international journals. He is now Editor-in-Chief of GLOKALde which is an official 
eJournal of UDEEEWANA creation. 
 
Prof. Dr. Ugur DEMIRAY  
Anadolu University Yunusemre Campus 26470-Eskisehir TURKEY 
Office Phone: +90 (222) 335 05 80 Ofiice Fax:  +90 222 320 4520 
Mobile 1: +90 (542) 232 21 67  or Mobile 2: + 90 (533) 405 52 00 
Skype: udemiray55æoutlook.com 

 Emails: info@udeeewana.org      udeeewana@gmail.com  
               udemiray@anadolu.edu.tr or udemiray33@gmail.com 

URL1: http://www.ugurdemiray.com 
URL2: http://www.midasebook.com 
URL3: http://tojde.anadolu.edu.tr  
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USING THE REVISED BLOOM TAXONOMY  
IN DESIGNING LEARNING WITH MOBILE APPS  

 
 

 
Gülay EKREN  

Vocational School of Ayancık  
Sinop University, Sinop, TURKEY 

 
Assist. Prof. Dr. Nilgün OZDAMAR KESKIN 

Anadolu University, 
Open Education Faculty 

Eskisehir, TURKEY 
ABSTRACT 
 
Mobile learning has been reshaping the mobile applications and requesting a 
different pedagogy. Therefore, the applications designed for mobile learning are 
expected to be compatible with the desired skills in learning objectives and 
learning outcomes. It is recommended to determine learning objectives and 
learning outcomes that supports appropriate pedagogy for mobile learning while 
designing an application. In this study, the use of the revised Bloom Taxonomy in 
designing mobile learning applications was evaluated in terms of cognitive 
processes and learning outcomes for the realization of effective learning. Besides, 
the benefits of revised Bloom Taxonomy are evaluated on issues such as 
analyzing the objectives of syllabus or a curriculum, the classification of learning 
activities according to the learning objectives, the recognition of the relationship 
between assessment and learning/teaching activities.  
 
This study also introduces a few alternative models apart from revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy and presents some discussions about these models. Then, a range of 
mobile applications has been suggested for open and distance learners. 
 
Keywords:   Mobile learning, Mobile learning apps, Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, 

Open and distance learning, Mobile pedagogy. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Mobile devices have various functions such as Bluetooth which provides 
connection to suchlike devices or peripheral devices at a distance of ten meters 
without needing a wire; the camera, a desktop computer or a laptop etc. 
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They also have the ability to download any content from internet, sending or 
receiving email, playing games, instant messaging, watching TV, listening music, 
using the phone as a modem, using an external memory card, making an 
audiovisual call, web surfing, using social networking, accessing library resources 
etc. (Kroski, 2008).  
 
Because of these functions, they are mostly using like a personal assistant or a 
personal computer. They make learning possible in or out of the traditional 
classrooms as well as enriching personal and social life (Roschelle, Sharples & 
Chan, 2005). They also have potential for learning because of these reasons as 
follows:  
 

ü to access everywhere where traditional learning can’t,  
ü to make learning more user-centered,  
ü to be considered as a part of blended learning approach,  
ü to be perceived as an alternative tool to meet learning requirements,  
ü to increase motivation and commitment in learning,  
ü to facilitate collaboration and interaction in learning, 
ü to make learning more attractive and acceptable for disenfranchised 

learners (Duncan-Howell & Lee, 2007).  
 

Learning with mobile devices provides self-management and self-confidence in 
learning process. They provide opportunity for recreational learning and also an 
instant fixing of false drop when improving social learning. Apart from using 
mobile devices for learning, using Bloom’s Taxonomy for learning also provides 
benefits such as: 
 

ü when examining objectives in terms of both knowledge and cognitive 
processes,  

ü objectives, instruction activities and materials, and assessments are each 
examined in terms of the Bloom’s Taxonomy rather than with each other,  

ü the Bloom’s Taxonomy enables educators to examine differences in 
alignment from one subject matter to another or from one grade level to 
the next (Anderson, 2005:112).  

 
As considered Bloom’s Taxonomy from the view of mobile learning, Stone (2004) 
offers a framework which affect pedagogic efficacy when transformed learning 
objects in terms of mobile learning context. He claimed that mobile learning is a 
great potential for the use of mobile devices in e-learning. Besides, as the nature 
of mobile learning based on collaborative learning, a mobile application design 
based on revised Bloom’s Taxonomy supports collaborative learning (Traxler, 
2009; Cheong, Bruno and Cheong, 2012).  

 
On the other hand, some researchers suggested that the multiple choice 
questions are suitable to assess e-learning or mobile learning throughout all the 
six levels of the Bloom’s taxonomy (Govindasamy, 2002; Tsai, Tsai, & Hwang, 
2015). Kuo, Chang, Ying and Heh (2011) proposed a worksheet generator to help 
teachers constructing worksheet based on Bloom’s Taxonomy for mobile 
learning. They use true/false items and multiple choice items to generate 
worksheet.  
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In this study, the use of the revised Bloom Taxonomy in designing mobile 
learning applications was evaluated in terms of cognitive processes and learning 
outcomes for the realization of effective learning.  
 
In addition, the benefits of revised Bloom Taxonomy are evaluated on issues such 
as analyzing the objectives of syllabus or a curriculum, the classification of 
learning activities according to the learning objectives, the recognition of the 
relationship between assessment and learning/teaching activities. This study 
also introduces a few alternative models apart from revised Bloom’s Taxonomy 
and presents some discussions about these models. Then, a range of mobile 
applications has been suggested for open and distance learners. 

 
THE EVOLUTION OF MOBILE LEARNING 
 
Mobile devices, which have been using for mobile learning, can be easily used 
anytime, anywhere. These electronic devices have been emerging from 1970s to 
until today. Because of their dynamic structure, personal electronic devices that 
could be incorporated into mobile learning are increasing day by day (Table 1.) 
 
Accordingly, the interest in mobile learning is increasing with developments in 
mobile technologies. On the other hand, for constituting the nature and possible 
future of mobile learning, projects, workshops, seminars and a series of 
conferences are held in worldwide from 2002 to these days such as MLEARN 
(Mobile Learn), WMT (International Workshop on Mobile and Wireless 
Technologies in Education), IADIS (International Association for Development of 
the Information Society), ALT-C (the Association for Learning Technology).  
 
In these studies, learning pedagogy had new definitions with combining the 
concepts of “learning” and “mobility”.  
 
Initially, particularly smart phone and the mobile device was centered the 
definitions of mobile learning. The definition of mobile learning has a stable 
ground overwhelmingly after the emergence of technologies such as wearable 
technologies and similar technologies (Hamm, Drysdale & Moore, 2014).  
 
In such a study, scientists emphasize that the definition and conceptualization of 
mobile learning via electronic devices and technologies is not entirely true, it 
needs some issues such as the mobility of learners, the mobility of learning/the 
learning experience/the learning process and the mobility of devices (Traxler, 
2009; Hamm, Drysdale & Moore, 2014).  
 
As stated by Laouris and Eteokleous (2005), the definition of mobile learning 
needs a systematic way.  
 
This means, “mobility” and “learning” need to be thought separately, therefore 
the environment that revealing mobile learning such as communication and 
interaction with technology, learning environments, philosophy, pedagogy need 
to be thought. The evolution of mobile learning can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  
Development of mobile technologies in a few decades  

(Quated from Crompton, 2014) 
 

Years The Evolution of mobile technologies 

1970s 

• First mobile phone Motorola DynaTAC 8000X was introduced. 
• First microcomputer, peripheral devices such as VHS (Video Home System) 

videotape 
• recorder, floppy disk and object oriented software language named 

SmallTalk.  
• GUI (Graphical User Interface) helped to access or run programs without 

computer code  

1980s 

• To start production of first handheld computers (laptop) in videotape 
size which run applications such as word processor, spreadsheet, and 
calendar, address book.  

• Desktop computers get in place over time.  
• A connection between computers (networking) was started for social 

sharing. 

1990s 

• First web browser, first digital camera and first graphical calculator, 
multimedia computers as well as palm pilots were began using in 
educational arrangements.  

• A palm pilot provides applications such as calculator, notepad, contacts, 
photos,reminders.  

• The development of socio-constructivist learning has increased the 
interest to interact with others and mobility in the scientific 
communities. 

2000s 

• Read-only structure of internet usage get changed, dynamic structures 
was constituted which provide users to create content and to interact 
content.  

• Mobile phones were smaller sized, more available and had many 
functions of a microcomputer. Tablets such as Microsoft Tablet PC, 
Wibrian B1 (Figure 1., Figure 2.) 

• Were introduced and used in educational arrangements. 
• Web 2.0 tools such as Facebook, Twitter, virtual learning environments 

such as Blackboard, Moodle were started to facilitate web based training 
of students.  

• Apple introduced iPhone (Figure 5.) that has add-on computer capabilities 
as well as  can use as an accelerometer, compass, navigation or camera, 
besides videophone sys.  

• Then similar devices were produced such as Motorola Xoom, Apple iPad  
• (Figure 3, Figure 4), Samsung Galaxy, Nokia Lumia (Figure 6., Figure 7) 

etc. 

2010s 

•     “Internet of things” known as “machine to machine mobile connectivity”  has  
•     Done virtual anything more intelligent. 
•      Mobile phones have been smarter, more available and had many 

functions  of a personal computer and connected other mobile devices.  - 
Wearable technologies such as iWatch, Google Glass have been 
introduced and used in educational arrangements.  

•     With Web 3.0 tools known as semantic web, users have provided finding 
the right information in right time and in the right place.  

•      Mobile virtual reality has started to facilitate training of students, 
especially in medicine and marketing fields. 
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Figure 1. 
Microsoft Tablet PC 

 

Figure 2. 
Wibrian B1 

 

  
 

Figure 3. 
Motorola Xoom 

 

Figure 4. 
Apple iPad 

  
 

Figure 5. 
 Apple iPhone 

Figure 6.  
Samsung Galaxy S6 

 
With the speed of technological changes, mobile devices have been affecting 
cognitive and social processes continuously (Hamm, Drysdale & Moore, 2014). 
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 Ozan, Yamamoto and Demiray (2015) stated that mobile devices are important 
enablers of social structure  and defined mobile learning as a learning process 
which occurs in mobile ecosystem that covers entertainment and games, web 
browsing and search, VOIP, voice, messaging, mobile TV, IP TV, mobile video, 
social networking and augmented reality applications.On the other hand, 
Crompton (2014) defines mobile learning considering four central constructs 
such as pedagogy, technological devices, context and social interactions as 
follows: “Learning across multiple contexts, through social and content 
interactions, using personal electronic devices (p. 8)”. Pedagogy has a key role in 
this process. 
 
THE NEED FOR MOBILE PEDAGOGY 
 
Mobile learning is a newly-emerging, unclear and immature field. The pedagogy 
of twenty-first century has occurred in education especially because of 
ubiquitous structure of mobile devices, therefore the research need to meet 
theories and apps right away.  
 
The pedagogy of twenty-first century has also in need of pedagogy for mobile 
learning by reasons such as saturation of market for mobile devices, access from 
worldwide to mobile devices, interest and habits of learners to technology, and 
supporting educational facilities. Hamm, Drysdale and Moore (2014) indicated 
some cases of pedagogy that have used in mobile devices are as follows:  
 

ü providing resources related the courses via mobile devices before the 
courses, it is seen as a strategy for reducing overload of the cognitive 
information to the memory of learners,  

ü learners can be use tablets for doing home works, looking course 
contents, interact with instructors, classmates, peers,  

ü ubiquitous usage of social networks support learning in such cases; online real-time 
participation to class, the participation of the course content and discussions as an 
extension of the learning management system, real-time participation to learning 
process by recording ongoing process, submitting any content, tracking of current 
events and assignments, interactive remote assignments,  

ü instructors can be record voicemails via apps so they provide feedback or 
announcement to learners,  

ü mobile games provide opportunity for engagement to learners.  
 
As stated by Cochrane (2010), pedagogical affordances of mobile learning 
technologies provide the ability to engage in learning with conversations 
between students and lecturers, or student and peers, or students and subject 
experts, or students and social environments within any context.  
 
For this purpose, social media tools has been mostly using with mobile 
technologies such as Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Linkedln as social networking, 
Diigo, Delicious as social bookmarking, YouTube, Vimeo, Skype, Flickr, Picasa as 
multimedia sharing, Google docs, Wikis, Slideshare as shared workspaces, 
Blogger, WordPress as blogs. Contextual parameters to characterize mobile 
learning against traditional approaches are shown in Table 2. (Pimmer, & Pachler, 
2014).  
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According to the Govindasamy (2002), one of the most crucial prerequisites for 
successful implementation of e-learning is the need for careful consideration of 
the underlying pedagogy, or how learning takes place online (p. 287). E-learning, 
as well as distance learning, is in a similar tendency with mobile learning within 
the context of providing opportunity for learning independently from time and 
location. However, since mobile learning is a new field and there is such a little 
research in the field, more time is needed to identify and analyze the niceties 
different from distance learning or e-learning.  
 
Otherwise, mobile learning is seen as a great opportunity for distance learning 
because of its content-oriented structure and its unique attribute for instant 
learning (Traxler, 2009).  
 
Besides, mobile learning is sometimes considered as a part of e-learning 
development or the transition from e-learning to mobile learning can be defined 
as the change of terminology.  

 
Table 2.  

Contextual parameters to characterize  
mobile learning against traditional approaches 

 
Contextual 
parameters 

Traditional 
approaches 

Enriched approaches 
with mobile learning Examples 

Content Delivering Creating, sharing 
Producing and sharing of digital 
materials such as audio, video, 
text, photo, slide etc. 

Work-based 
processes 

Learning  
for work 

Learning for work,  
learning at work 

Accessing of resources for 
immediate problem solving 

Social form Individual Individual, social 
Social mobile networking, 
creating networks and locating 
specialists 

Formality Formal 
setting 

Formal or informal  
setting 

Documenting of learning 
experiences (e.g. mobile 
portfolios) and debriefing in 
classroom or mentoring settings 

Educational 
paradigm 

Cognitive, 
behavioral 

Socio-cognitive, 
situated, social,  
cultural  
constructivist, 
multimodal 

Situated learning, reflective 
practices, spreading of 
innovations, ideas, peer-to peer 
learning, active knowledge 
construction, becoming a 
member of a professional 
community 

 
In point of fact, in the literature, the distinction is not entirely clear between 
mobile learning and e-learning, e.g. e-learning is defined as such statements; 
structured, enriched media content, interactive, multimedia, mobile learning is 
defined as spontaneous, personal, private, informal, situated, context-aware, 
mobile (Laouris & Eteokleous, 2005; Freysen, 2005). It can be said that e-
learning is complied with paradigms of traditional environments, whereas mobile 
learning is required a pedagogy independent from time and location.  
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Also, pedagogical principles of e-learning, as well as mobile learning, must take 
into account in learning environments to govern good practice of teaching. 
 
USING REVISED BLOOM’S TAXONOMY FOR MOBILE LEARNING 
 
Original Bloom’s Taxonomy, which is considered as a way of categorizing planned 
skills that are required in learning environments, was created by Benjamin Bloom 
in 1950s. Bloom's taxonomy of learning identified three domains of learning 
activities: cognitive, affective and psychomotor.  

 
The cognitive domain can be used to illustrate mobile learning activities. It 
contains six main categories in cognitive areas such as knowledge, 
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation (Bloom, 1956; 
Bloom, 1976). 
 
With the revision of Anderson, Krathwohl and Bloom (2001), “knowledge” 
category changed with “remember” and all categories converted from noun forms 
to verb forms (e.g. Application become Apply).  Besides, “comprehension” 
category named “understand”, "synthesis" and "evaluation" categories are 
replaced, and also “create” category is placed to the top of taxonomy (Figure 8., 
Krathwohl & Anderson, 2010).  

 

 
 

Original Bloom Taxonomy 
 

Revised Bloom Taxonomy 
 

 
Figure 8:  

Original Bloom Taxonomy and Revised Bloom Taxonomy  
(Krathwohl & Anderson, 2001) 

 
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy is used to show a particular cognitive process in 
learning step by step (Krathwohl, 2002): 

 
ü Remember: Getting, identifying and calling to mind of relevant 

information by long-term memory. 
ü Understand: Identifying, interpreting, exemplifying, classifying, 

summarizing, comparing, and explaining the meaning of didactic 
messages that contains communication forms of speaking, writing and 
graphical. 
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ü Apply: Using, implementing or applying appropriate method to a given 

situation.  
ü Analyze: Dividing materials into components and then uncovering, 

discriminating or organizing the relationships between each other, or 
between any component and the entire structure or goals. 

ü Evaluate: Making decision, checking or criticizing based on the 
standards or criterions. 

ü Create: Producing an original product, or creating an original, easily 
understood form of a whole by bringing components together. 

 
Unlike the original Bloom’s Taxonomy, revised Bloom’s Taxonomy has two 
dimensions: knowledge and cognitive processes. It has merging knowledge 
dimension (factual, conceptual, procedural, meta-cognitive) with the cognitive 
process dimension (remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, create) 
(Freysen, 2005; Krathwohl and Anderson, 2010; Fisher, 2011). Revised Bloom 
Taxonomy can be used to analyze the target of a syllabus or a unit, or to classify 
learning activities according to the learning objectives, or to be aware of the 
relationship between assessment and learning/teaching activities, or to examine 
the teaching materials (Amer, 2006).  
 
From the constructivist, cognitive or even from a developmental perspective on 
learning, revised Bloom’s Taxonomy could be applied to the implementation of 
mobile learning in higher education (Freysen, 2005:74).  
 
For example, revised Bloom Taxonomy could be used for designing mobile 
learning environments in meta-cognitive (learning to learn) knowledge level. 
Learning a fact, a concept, or a procedure that can be implied for an objective or 
an outcome can be measurable. Fisher (2011) has suggested using cognitive and 
knowledge dimension of Bloom’s Taxonomy in writing distance learning 
objectives with the sample verbs like in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. 

Cognitive and knowledge dimension in Bloom’s Taxonomy (Fisher, 2011) 
 

Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Knowledge 
Dimension 

Cognitive Process Dimension 

Remember  Understand  Apply  Analyze  Evaluate  Create 
Factual  

Knowledge  List Summarize Classify Order Rank  Combine 

Conceptual 
Knowledge  Describe Interpret Experiment Explain Assess Plan 

Procedural 
Knowledge  Tabulate  Predict  Calculate Differentiate Conclude Compose  

Meta- 
Cognitive 

Knowledge  
Appropriate  

Use  Execute Construct Achieve Action Actualize 
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According to Stone (2004), Bloom’s Taxonomy can make mobile learning 
activities more successful by providing repetition service on learned subjects, 
testing on learned material, giving just-in-time learning, providing background 
information, giving the user different information on the same subject, and giving 
tools that help the user to develop new documents or projects. Apart from 
Bloom’s Taxonomy, there are alternative models that are using to evaluate 
cognitive processes of learning, such as SOLO 
Structure  of  Observed  Learning  Outcomes) Taxonomy, Fink’s Taxonomy, 
and PI Model (Practical Inquiry Model of Cognitive Presence, Schrire, 2004; 
Brabrand & Dahl, 2009; O’Neill & Murphy, 2010).  
 
While Bloom’s Taxonomy has six levels from lower to higher, SOLO Taxonomy 
(developed by Biggs and Collis, 1982) has five hierarchical levels from 
incompetence to expertise (pre-structural, uni-structural, and multi-structural, 
relational, extended abstract). Otherwise, PI Model can be described as a spiral 
movement that consists of triggering event, exploration, integration and 
resolution (Akyol, Arbaugh, Cleveland-Innes, Garrison, Ice, Richardson, Swan, 
2009). According to Schrire (2004), this model can be used in socio-cognitive 
processes, rather than individual cognitive processes.  
 
On the other hand, Fink (2003) presents a structured sequence self-directed 
guide to design the content of a course.  
 
He also proposes a taxonomy which consists of six categories such as 
foundational knowledge, application, integration, human dimensions, caring, and 
learning how to learn.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 9: 
Emerging tools and educational apps to support revised Bloom Taxonomy 

 
 

Splice, VidTri, MindMeister, MindMaple, Podomatic, Kids 
Story Builder, Youtube, ZooBurst 
 
Skype, Edmodo, Debate Timer, Watsapp, Picasa, Blogger, 
Layar, Google + 

Inspiration Maps™, Wufoo, Code Writer, Zoho Creator, 
Mentimeter, Wikitude 

Educreations, Zoho Docs, SoloLearn, Ustrea, Adobe 
Connect, Google Drive, OneNote, Dropbox, Scribble 
Maps, Word Lens 

Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, Evernote Touch, 
Anatomy 4D 

Tureng, Google, Bing, Delicious, Diigo, WPS 
Office, Junaio 
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Like revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, Fink’s Taxonomy also focuses on students’ 
metacognitive knowledge level. Shea, Gozza-Cohen, Uzuner, Mehta, Valtcheva, 
Hayes and Vickers (2011) suggested SOLO to evaluate learning outcomes as 
reflected in student assignments related to online discussions by classifying them 
in such levels. Schrire (2004) claimed that PI Model (developed by Garrison, 
Anderson & Archer, 2001) is better than Bloom’s or SOLO taxonomies to analyze 
cognitive domain in knowledge-building processes. 
 
Today, there are several mobile apps that are available mostly free and can be 
used for open and distance learning.  
 
Emerging tools and educational apps to support revised Bloom’s Taxonomy for 
mobile learning are shown in Figure 9 and then some of them are introduced 
briefly as follows: 

 
ü Blogger provides students an opportunity to reflect and analyze course 

materials which created by educators or classmates 
(https://www.blogger.com),  

ü The SoloLearn educational apps use open video content from Youtube 
about topics such as programming, web design, photography 
(http://www.sololearn.com),  

ü Educreations is a unique interactive whiteboard and screen casting tool. 
Instructional videos can be created and shared instantly,  

ü Zoho Docs is an online document management app that provides adding 
files, creating/editing documents, sharing files/folders, storing files 
offline,  

ü Inspiration Maps™ is a visual learning app to build diagrams, graphic 
organizers and outlines,  

ü Skype provides video call, instant messaging, and voice calls for free. It 
is available on smartphones, tablets, PCs, Macs, and even some TVs and 
wearable devices,  

ü Edmodo is using for securing classroom discussions, posting 
assignments, gradebook tracking, and file sharing and uploading,  

ü Splice is a video editor for iOS to create videos and slideshows, with no 
length limits, watermarks, or ads,  

ü VidTrim is a video editor and organizer for Android. It includes multiple 
features like trimming, merging, frame grabbing, video effects, and 
transcoding (compress and convert to MP4), and share videos,  

ü Wufoo is a form designer that helps to create contact forms, online 
surveys and invitations so the data, registrations and payments can be 
collected (http://www.wufoo.com). 

 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Mobile devices can be easily integrated into activities and materials in the learning 
environments such as collaborative learning, constructive learning and situated 
learning (Cole and Stanton, 2003; Ryu and Parsons, 2009; Herrington, Herrington, 
Mantei, Olney and Ferry, 2009b). However, the affordances provide by mobile learning 
could be clearly seen when the appropriate supporting systems or learning flow was  
established (Lai, Yang, Chen, Ho and Chan, 2007).  
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Besides, mobile learning have been reshaping the mobile apps and needs a different 
pedagogy (Frohberg, Göth and Schwabe, 2009; Herrington et al, 2009) in comparison 
with traditional approaches.  
 
In this study it has been also recommended to identify learning outcomes and learning 
objectives that supports convenient pedagogy for mobile learning while designing 
mobile learning apps.  
 
Mobile learning apps are constantly evolving and can be also easily incorporated into 
any lesson. This study aims to inspire designers and educators to utilize mobile 
technology to take learning out into the world.  
 
Mobile learning apps tends to provide knowledge and cognitive levels of thinking. Just 
because, revised Bloom Taxonomy aims to provide learning outcomes and learning 
objectives in these levels (Fisher, 2011; Yen, Lee, Chen, 2012).  
 
Today, many mobil apps structured in augmented reality can be easily placed on 
bulletin boards, newspapers, textbooks etc. They have also a wide spread over the 
world via social media, bookmarking, RSS, social networking, maps, and podcasting 
(Ozan et al., 2015).  
 
Besides, they can be structured as mass online courses according to individuals' 
interests (Kesim and Altınpulluk, 2014), hereby the content of courses which 
presented in higher quality to a larger number of learners will become one of the basic 
parameters in determination of educational policies in the future. For this reason, 
framing learning objectives before building the detailed course content is a vital step 
and in this step Bloom’s Taxonomy offers an excellent tool to write effective learning 
objectives (Arshavskiy, 2016).  
 
This paper recommends to use revised Bloom’s Taxonomy when building mobile apps 
for learning. However, variety of alternative models can also be used to design mobile 
apps for learning such as SOLO Taxonomy, Fink’s Taxonomy and PI Model. In future 
research, there is a need to compare different models before building learning content 
of mobile apps, and also open and distance learning courses. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 The study investigated ELT pre-service teachers’ perceptions on the use of web 
2.0 tools in the methodology courses for alternative assessment purposes. The 
study group comprised 40 sophomore ELT pre-service teachers at a Turkish state 
university.  
 
The period of the study lasted for fourteen weeks during which six different 
blended learning tasks were administered. The data collection process included a 
pre-survey, a series of reflection papers and a post-survey as well as semi 
structured in-depth interviews. The findings of the study revealed a positive 
attitude of the participants toward the use of web 2.0 tools for alternative 
assessment purposes both before and after the tasks were implemented. Besides, 
it was found that the participants approached more positively after the task 
implementation process. Participants of the study suggested several advantages 
and disadvantages in relation to the integration of Web 2.0 tools to their courses 
as a means of alternative assessment.  
 
However, data revealed that the advantages outweighed the disadvantages. In 
the end, the participants expressed their suggestions and future plans related to 
the tasks of the study. The results of the analysis conducted for both qualitative 
and quantitative data were found to be in line with each other. 
 
Keywords: Alternative assessment, Web 2.0 tools, English language teaching,  
                   pre-service teachers 
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
Seeing that the language teacher education programs do not meet the 
expectations in qualifying their graduates with the knowledge and skills in 
instructional technology (Kessler, 2006), a quest for a practical language 
teaching theory which can lead these programs to place themselves to 
somewhere suitable in the digital age has started (Crandall, 2000).  
 
According to Albion (2008) teacher education programs should highlight the 
importance of the Web 2.0 tools. In order for the Web 2.0 technologies to satisfy 
the needs in educational environments, the integration of Web 2.0 tools to 
instruction and assessment should be carefully planned (Ching and Hsu, 2011).  
 
Supporting the previous arguments of the researchers, Balliro (1993) also 
touched upon the insufficiency of the traditional assessment methods in terms of 
reflecting the true level of the learners. Alternative assessment, on the other 
hand, comprising many assessment types, came up as an opposite term to 
standardized assessment types (Barootchi & Keshavarz, 2002). Like Barootchi 
and Keshavarz, Bailey (1998) also laid stress on the contrast between these two 
assessment types and defined the traditional methods as one-shot, indirect, and 
unauthentic while characterizing alternative methods as continuous, longitudinal, 
direct, and authentic.  
 
Considering the skills expected from the students of the digital age, Gray, et al. 
(2012) indicated that much more effort is needed to enable a credible and 
effective assessment via Web 2.0 tools.  
 
Even though the studies (Oliver, 2007; Kumar & Vigil, 2010; Göktürk-Sağlam & 
Sert 2012; Cephe & Balçıkanlı, 2012; Gray, et al., 2012; Ishtaiwa, & Dukmak, 
2013) administered so far to reveal the perspectives of the parties (students, 
administrators, teacher educators, teachers, pre-service and in-service teachers) 
in the educational system is highly important, exploring the perspectives of the 
prospective teachers via a real classroom practice with the use of Web 
technologies is also very valuable and limited in number within the scope of the 
relevant literature.   

 
For this reason, the study in hand is conducted to address the prospective 
teachers’ perceptions related to the tasks via Web 2.0 tools designed for 
alternative assessment purposes by comparing their opinions both before and 
after the implementation process through the following questions: 

 
ü  What are ELT pre-service teachers’ perceptions about the integration of 

Web 2.0 tools to methodology courses for alternative assessment 
purposes? 

o What are the advantages of assessment via Web 2.0 tools? 
o What are the disadvantages of assessment via Web 2.0 tools? 

ü What are the suggestions and future plans of the ELT pre-service 
teachers about the use of Web 2.0 tools in methodology courses for 
alternative assessment purposes? 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
This study was carried out at the department of English Language Teaching 
(ELT), Istanbul University, Turkey. The data was gathered from the 40 
sophomore prospective teachers who were supposed to take the course ‘ELT 
Methods I’ at the fall term. Numbers were assigned to the participants from 1 to 
40 (e.g., P1 for Participant 1) to keep their identities confidential. 
 
The data was collected via four different instruments: a pre-survey, reflection 
papers, a post-survey, and a semi-structured in-depth interview. Before the tasks 
were assigned, the participants were given the pre-survey to explore their 
perceptions toward assessment and technology. For every task, a reflection paper 
was collected from the participants to find out the participants’ attitudes related 
to each task almost immediately.  
 
Therefore, at the end, every one of the participants submitted 6 reflection papers. 
After all the 6 tasks were implemented, the post survey was handed out to the 
participants.  
 
By the end of the term, participants who volunteered in the study group attended 
the in-depth interviews. 
 
The procedure of data collection started with the pre-survey as soon as the fall 
term began and was followed by the implementation of the six Web 2.0 tasks;      
 

ü (Task 1-Responding to a reflective question via a voice recording tool Voki 
[http://www.voki.com],   

ü Task 2-Preparing a quiz via Testmoz [https://testmoz.com],    
ü Task 3-Drawing a mindmap via Mindomo [https://www.mindomo.com],  
ü Task 4-Planning a classroom activity via Facebook 

[https://www.facebook.com],  
ü Task 5-Designing a poster via Glogster [https://www.glogster.com],  
ü Task 6-Preparing a presentation and video via Prezi [https://prezi.com] & 

Screencast-O-Matic [https://screencast-o-matic.com/home])  
 
covering the 14-week period of the term. The materials intended for the task 
implementation process were composed of a guideline, rubric, sample task, and 
reflection paper. The instructions on how these materials were planned to be 
used were explained in class to the participants and uploaded to ‘Edmodo’ 
(https://www.edmodo.com) after the class hour.  
 
As one of the data collection instruments, the reflection papers specifically 
designed for the study were submitted on Edmodo by the participants after the 
requirements of each task was fulfilled. When all the tasks and the reflection 
papers were collected from the participants via Edmodo, the participants were 
handed out the post-surveys.  
 
As the last part of the data collection procedure, the semi-structured in-depth 
interviews were conducted with the participants who were willing to participate. 
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In this study, a mixed method approach was followed since it included both 
qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis procedures (Creswell, 
2003; Dörnyei, 2007). The constant comparative method was adapted to analyze 
the qualitative data while the quantitative data was analyzed statistically with 
the program Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 20.0. The 
data obtained from the reflection papers was analyzed by running an ANOVA test. 

  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Responses to the items included in the pre-survey to reveal the background of 
the participants related to Web technologies indicated that nearly the whole 
study group (between 82.5% and 92.5%) had no experience of Web 2.0 tools 
within the scope of the courses they took. Majority of the participants (87.5%) 
did not take instructional technology courses before and very limited number of 
participants (10%) took part in online assessment. Therefore, it can be inferred 
that the participants are experienced in neither instructional technology nor 
online assessment.  
 
The mean 3.103 shows that the participants’ attitude toward the use of 
technology in education was positive.  Since the participants indicated that it is 
motivating to make use of technology in education (n=32), it is better if much 
more technology is integrated to the lessons (n=38).  
 
Almost all the participants supported the idea that there is a need of multimedia 
to lead the students in practicing the subjects learnt in class. Additionally, since 
online material sharing is enjoyable (n=32) and technology contributes to their 
success (n=36), participants are in favor of technology use in their classes 
(n=36). It is promising to see that majority of the participants (n=37) are 
planning to use technology to teach English since the participants will become 
English language teachers. 
 
The data obtained from the open-ended questions in the last part of the pre-
survey showed that, the participants mostly mentioned the advantages of making 
use of Web 2.0 tools in their methodology courses. Some of the related comments 
made by the pre-service teachers were as follows: 

 
Students can ask and answer, comment on each other’s posts so they learn better 
(P20, 09/25/2013).  
 

My assignments could be seen by other students and the teacher so that 
I can get feedback from others and learn better (P29, 09/25/2013). 

They motivate us. We can do our tasks without feeling under pressure 
with these tools (P9, 09/25/2013). 

These programs make learning more permanent (P13, 09/25/2013). 
 
At the end of the pre-survey, the students were requested to state their 
suggestions and further comments in relation to being assessed via online tasks 
with the use of Web 2.0 tools. The participants touched upon some issues like the 
online assessment’s not being useful since not all the students have the equal 
skills in the use of the Internet and technological tools.  
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In addition, they suggested that these online tasks should not be too frequent, 
also that the instructors should be aware of the students’ concerns and be helpful 
in dealing with the problems that may emerge. These comments and suggestions 
of the participants showed that the participants do not feel confident about being 
assessed with Web 2.0 tools and they have some concerns about the problems 
that may emerge. The results of the post-survey indicated that when the students 
were asked to define their proficiency level as an Internet user, many felt they 
had become more proficient. While there is an increase in the intermediate 
(12,5%) and advanced levels (5%), the decrease in the basic level (17,2%) can 
be observed in the post-survey.  
 
In the post-survey, the participants were asked to reveal their attitudes toward 
tasks after the tasks were implemented. The general mean of the participants’ 
attitudes which is 3.10 demonstrates that the participants had a positive attitude 
towards all the tasks. With the mean of 3.475, Task 5 was found as the most 
effective task by the participants. With the mean of 2,775, Task 1 had the lowest 
mean among other tasks, that is, the students mentioned that Task 1 was the 
least effective task among the others although the students had a positive 
attitude toward it. According to the results of the open-ended questions in the 
last part of the post-survey, the participants mostly mentioned the advantages of 
the integration of web 2.0 tools to their methodology courses. Some of the 
related comments made by the students were as follows:  
 

Students can prepare their tasks in a comfortable environment 
making use of various sources (images, videos, etc.) so they become 
aware of the subject in details (P13, 12/11/2013). 

 
I didn’t feel under pressure and I liked the course thanks to the online 

tasks (P38, 12/11/2013). 
We can improve our students’ language skills (P7, 12/11/2013). 

I can check my students’ work and give feedback via Internet whenever 
and wherever I want (P35, 12/11/2013). 

It saves both the students’ and my time (P27, 12/11/2013). 
 

In the post-survey, the last question aimed to allow students to give their 
suggestions and further comments in relation to being assessed via online tasks 
using Web 2.0 tools. One participant, who commented on technology being 
integrated into courses through government support, mentioned that technology 
changes the quality of education in a positive way.  
 
Another participant stated that technology is a necessity of our age and people of 
this age enjoy technology. In addition, one of the participants mentioned that 
incorporating technology in their courses made learning more effective.  
 
A participant commented that the tools were very motivating since they reveal 
the students’ creativity; however, the reflection papers were not helpful. Another 
participant said that the Web 2.0 tools made their lessons more effective and 
interesting; therefore, s/he wanted to use these tools in his/her own courses in 
the future.  
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One of the participants commenting on both the tasks and tools explained that 
even if the tasks seemed time-consuming at the beginning, later on s/he was 
very pleased to learn how to use these tools since s/he wouldn’t have tried and 
learned how to use them on his/her own.  
 
Other comments on the task implementation process included the statements 
“taking a course in which technology was used was quite interesting,” and “this 
methodology course with online tasks was really effective.”   
 
Participants also emphasized that as pre-service teachers, they need to learn how 
to make use of technology in their courses.  
 
As for their suggestions, one of the participants stated that technology 
integration should start from primary schools, since the participant claimed that 
s/he had not assessed any technological tools until the university.  
 
Another participant suggested that the share of the tasks in the overall course 
grade should be increased so that the students would focus on the tasks more 
rather than just studying for the exams.  
 
In addition, one participant proposed that how to use the tools should be taught 
beforehand.  
 
Moreover, a participant said that in order for learning not to be boring, 
technology should be used for assessment purposes. Knowing that technology 
develops very fast, one of the participants highlighted that technology should be 
integrated to their courses for them to improve themselves. 

 
Participants’ Reflection Papers 
Based on the analysis of participants’ reflection papers, the advantages and 
disadvantages of each task are indicated. 

 
As can be seen in Table 1, the advantages stated by the participants for each task 
outnumbered the disadvantages.  
 
Even so, the participants did not disregard the disadvantages of each task.  
 
The findings of Göktürk-Sağlam and Sert’s (2012) study are consistent with the 
present study.  
 
In both the present study and Göktürk-Sağlam and Sert’s study, the perceptions 
of the novice ELT teachers were investigated and the results indicated that the 
advantages of the use of Web 2.0 tools outweighed the disadvantages. 
 
In accordance with the data obtained from the reflection papers and the 
interviews, the suggestions and future plans of the participants on the 
incorporation of Web 2.0 tools to the methodology courses for alternative 
assessment purposes are presented with a bullet point summary in the next 
section.   
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Table 1. 
The advantages and disadvantages  

of each task according to participant views 
 

 
Advantages 
 

 
T1 

 
T2 

 
T3 

 
T4 

 
T5 

 
T6 

a. Helpful for teaching career ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
b. Gives opportunity to review the subject ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ 
c. Understanding the subject 

comprehensively 
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

d. Gives opportunity to express yourself ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 
e. Makes learning permanent ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ 
f. Grabs attention ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
g. Learn by having fun ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
h. Encourages students to be active ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ 
i. Systematic and organized ✘ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ 
j. Interactive ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ 

Disadvantages T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 
a. Did not include clear instructions ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 
b. Not comprehensive and informative ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 
c. Caused stress ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ 
d. Time consuming ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ 
e. Challenging ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔       ✔ ✔ 

 
Suggestions of the participants 

• More detailed and comprehensible instructions should be included in the 
guidelines. 

• Much more time should be given to complete each task. 
• Improvements which address the possible technical problems should be made 

before assigning each task. 
• Specifically, for Task 1 the reflective question should have been more 

comprehensive to lead the participants cover the subject fully when they 
answered the question.  

• In Task 2, in order to prepare a quiz, they first needed a better understanding of 
testing concepts since as sophomores they had not yet taken any courses on 
testing. 

• In Task 3, more detailed instructions were needed to enable the participants to 
decide what should be the main and subtopics of the mind-map.  

• Either the Task 4 should be done individually, or the students should have been 
given the option to choose their own group members.  

• Task 5 should have been done individually instead of working in pairs.  
• Task 6 should have been done in pairs or groups.  
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In general, the participants suggested that in order to have adequate 
technological skills for assessment, technology integration into their courses 
should begin way before their university education, so that they would feel ready 
when they started studying at the university level. 
 
Future Plans of the Participants 
The participants especially found the tasks 1, 3, 5, and 6 useful for their futuRE 
teaching careers and planned to use them in their own future classes. These 
tasks are recording voice, designing a mind-map, preparing a poster, and 
designing a presentation respectively. In terms of the tools, the participants 
indicated that they plan to use Mindomo (the tool for Task 3) and Prezi 
(https://prezi.com - the tool for Task 6) in their teaching. Since in each task a 
different type of evaluation was used, the participants mentioned which types of 
evaluation they liked most and wanted to use in their own classes. The most 
frequently mentioned types of evaluation by the participants were group 
evaluation and self-evaluation. Participants did not prefer computer-based 
evaluation since they believe that the students may not have the necessary 
technical equipment, and the teacher could give the same feedback that the 
computer gives.  
 
Overall, the results of this study support that almost all the participants had 
positive attitudes towards benefiting from Web 2.0 tools for the purpose of 
assessment. Hence, the school administrators, curriculum developers and 
instructors should adapt the Web technologies to their assessment systems. It is 
important for the students to meet the Web technologies as from the primary 
school. Additively, the instructors should make sure that the students know how 
to make use of the Web 2.0 tools before assessing the students via technology. 
As engaging the students and keeping their motivation level high has always 
been of interest to most of the teachers, what prospective teachers repetitively 
mentioned, throughout the present study, by saying that Web 2.0 tools made the 
course content more interesting, colorful, and enjoyable should be evaluated as 
an encouraging factor in incorporating technology to future classes. 
 
What holds back the language teachers in considering the potential uses of 
technology for assessment purposes could be listed as lack of guidelines, 
technological equipment, training and practice? It is significant to provide the 
necessary training and present guidelines from various sources on alternative 
assessment via Web technologies within the scope of ELT pre-service teacher 
education or in-service training. However, without giving the teachers the 
opportunity to practice their knowledge of technology in real classroom 
environment, be observed and get feedback from the teacher educators, it is 
highly improbable for the teachers to improve themselves and apply their 
knowledge in class efficiently. Last but by no means least, the most important of 
all is to equip the language teachers and the classroom environment with the 
required technology.  
 
Besides, to involve the students in the instruction and assessment process via 
technology, the teachers are supposed to know whether all the students have 
their laptops or any required device to be online for fulfilling the tasks assigned 
by the teacher.  
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Otherwise, the needs analysis reports should be prepared by the teachers and 
contingency plans should be discussed with the school administrators at the 
planning phase to design the tasks and activities accordingly. 
 
This study was carried out with a limited number of participants in one ELT 
department. To provide insight from a much broader perspective, it would have 
been better if the number of the participants were increased by including 
participants from the ELT departments of other universities in Turkey. Therefore, 
more worthwhile results could have been obtained for the researchers who are 
interested in the area and for the teachers who consider integrating technology 
to their teaching. Moreover, since the study procedure lasted a semester, it would 
probably have been ideal to allow the participants longer to get familiarity with 
Web 2.0 tools since they had no prior experience. Therefore, a longitudinal study 
is needed to determine the long-term results of participants’ perceptions toward 
Web 2.0 tools and assessment via technology.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
This study set out to investigate the perceptions of 40 prospective teachers at the 
ELT department in relation to integrating Web 2.0 tools to courses for alternative 
assessment purposes through pre- and post-surveys, reflection papers, and a 
semi-structured in-depth interview. Considering that the participants had not 
been assessed via Web 2.0 tools before, participants found these tasks useful as 
shown by increased positive responses in the pre- and post-surveys. The 
advantages stated by the participants in relation to employing technology in ELT 
classes for assessment purposes were higher in number compared to the 
disadvantages. Among all the suggestions the participants mentioned, one of the 
foremost suggestions was the earlier start to technology use for better 
adaptation and utilization. As the future English language teachers, laying 
emphasis on the encouraging and engaging effect of the tasks via Web 2.0 tools 
implemented in the present study, they openly expressed their plan to benefit 
from technology in the classes they would teach.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
 Language learning is so difficult learning activity for success of speaking, listening 
and writing with especially a foreign language. E-learning technologies and online 
contents facilitate this challenge. In this study, the impacts of the e-learning tools 
to learning English, Turkish as a foreign language has been investigated. Working 
group of the study is consists from students of Engineering Faculty and Science 
and Literature Faculty in Kilis 7 Aralık University.  
 
The students of Engineering Faculty are Turkish and they learned English with e-
learning tools. Despite that, students in the other group are Syrian and they 
learned Turkish with e-learning tools at the Arabic language and literature section 
of other faculty. Research data were obtained by student achievement scores from 
the database of the student information system. Obtained data were analyzed by 
frequency, percentage and independent samples t-test methods. The findings from 
the research, results, comments and suggestions were shared.  
 
Keywords: Foreign language learning, distance education, Turkish learning. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The rapid development of distance learning technologies and models offers new 
advantages for the public, private sector and academic field employees. The 
acceleration of Internet speed from 3G to 5G makes it easier to access training 
opportunities from anywhere and always makes time more effective for training 
purposes. Foreign language education, which is a very important requirement in 
career planning, also benefits both educators and students from traditional courses 
with the advantages provided by distance education technologies.  
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The ability to conduct foreign language education independently of the time and 
place with distance education technologies provides geographical and economic 
advantages not only to employees but also to foreign students abroad. In this way, 
a student is able to learn the language of the country where he wants to study 
without going to that country. In this context, it can be observed that companies 
and universities are beginning to apply innovative practices in order to respond to 
the increasing needs of web-based foreign language education. 

 
There are a number of course sites that serve content that is live or in video 
recordings in preparation for language proficiency exams such as YDS, TOEFFL for 
foreign language education in the academic area (Uzaktanyds, 2016), (Yds, 2016), 
(Passagework, 2016), (Yesdil, 2016), (Remzihoca, 2016), (Dilsem,2016). In fact, it 
can be seen that these trainings can also be given in the form of certificate 
programs with distance education at state universities (Erciyes, 2016). It is 
understood that the distance learning English preparatory program, which is 
applied according to the demands of the students, meets the expectations of 
learning the foreign language which the students need for personal career 
planning (Ersoy, 2015). Web-based foreign language training is not limited to very 
common foreign languages such as English and German. Trainings of foreign 
languages such as Russian, French, Spanish, Italian and Chinese are also available 
online by many organizations (Globaxacademy, 2016), (Fono, 2016) , 2016). 
 
Turkish education as a requirement for increasing migration movements around 
the world, student exchange programs and commercial activities on global markets 
can also be conducted via the internet as foreign language education (Pilancı, 
2015). In order to teach Turkish as a foreign language education, these trainings 
can be arranged with certificate programs in state and foundation universities 
(Aydın, 2016).  
 
In addition, Turkish language education certificate program, which teachers have 
to have in order to teach Turkish as a foreign language, is also provided by distance 
education by Abant İzzet Baysal University (Ibuzem, 2016). Despite the fact that 
Turkish language has been taught with distance education since 2005, some of the 
problems in this area are still inexcusable today. The most important of these 
problems is the lack of adequate audiovisual training material, which is an 
alternative to face-to-face training (Pilanci et al., 2015). Türker and his colleagues 
also stated that the quality of the course material and communication technologies 
affected the success in learning Turkish (Türker et al., 2015). 
 
Another reason for the spread of distance education is that, state and foundation 
universities can reach to different student profiles through distance education and 
give associate degree, undergraduate and graduate education.  
 
These facilities have created new opportunities in career life for employees who 
want to study at a higher education, or want to study in a different department, 
despite having a job. This motivated the development of innovative developments 
in order to obtain a share from a new target audience at the higher education 
institutions. Existing universities are able to offer distance learning courses to 
some of the students in formal education as well as to open many distance 
education departments and programs.  
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According to the framework regulation published by the Council of Higher 
Education, it is possible to give up to 30% of the lectures given in the university 
structured sections via distance education (Yok, 2016). Many universities in Turkey 
have started to give distance education by compulsory courses taught in every 
department such as Ataturk's Principles and Revolution History, Turkish Language 
and Foreign Language courses. In this way, students have the advantage of being 
able to use 7 hours of courses per week more flexibly, aiming for different 
activities, working part-time, going more to the courses in the field. 

 
Kilis 7 Aralık University aimed to provide an experience by providing distance 
education with common compulsory courses in the field before opening any 
department or program in the field of distance education. In this direction, the 
necessary work is started to be able to provide distance education to the university 
from 2015-2016 fall semester in spring 2015. 
 
Academic, administrative and legal requirements have been fulfilled and course 
content created in international standards has been provided for courses to be 
taught by the learning management system and distance education. Students and 
instructors roles were introduced with the cycle of the learning management 
system to be used for the instructors who will give the related courses. During the 
summer semester, sample exercises and sample student accounts have been 
completed to ensure that the faculty members do not encounter any difficulties in 
the academic calendar. 
 
As of the fall semester of 2015-2016, first year students were trained in the first 
week of the new semester for the use of systems such as distance education 
learning management system, student e-mail system, student automation system. 
For the first time in the university, about 3,500 students were given an academic 
orientation training, and the Distance Education Coordinator was established, 
which is a unit where students can receive face to face, call and e-mail support 
(Dec, 2016). Dec provided necessary support services to academic staff and 
students as well as academic departments during the examination periods and 
took necessary precautions and implemented the necessary measures by striving 
to prevent obstacles in the institution which will be implemented for the first time 
in distance education. Students complete the first semester smoothly with audio-
visual course materials, weekly lively discussions, question-and-answer activities. 
Later, curiosity about researching student achievements in courses taught by 
distance education compared to the previous year was revealed.  As a result, the 
focus of the research was on the question of how distance learning on foreign 
languages affected success, especially regarding language learning. 
 
METHOD 
 
The research group of the study consisted of students from the Department of Civil 
Engineering with their native tongue in Turkish and students from Arabic Language 
and Literature with their Arabic native tongue in Kilis 7 Aralık University. Arabic 
Language and Literature students are mostly foreign students from countries like 
Syria and Iraq. Turkish students in the same section are excluded from the 
research.  
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In the study, the students' success in learning a foreign language which civil 
engineering students study English and Arabic Language and Literature students 
study Turkish was examined.  
 
The students have taken the courses with formal trainings in the fall semester of 
2014-2015 and they have taken the courses with distance education in the fall 
semester of 2015-2016. In order to investigate the success effect of distance 
education on foreign language learning, the achievement grades of the formal 
education and distance education students in related departments are compared.  
 
 
Although the distance education continued in the following period, the success 
grades in this period were not included in the survey because it was thought that 
some method changes made in the application during the spring period would 
affect the measurement and evaluation. 
 
According to Kilis 7 Aralık University examination regulations, students' 
achievement grades are evaluated by relative evaluation. The scores obtained after 
the statistical calculations are converted into the letter grades shown in Table 1. 
(Aktürk, 2011) (Mevzuat, 2016). 
 

Table 1. 
Letter Graduates and Equivalent Coefficients. 

 
Letter  Graduates Interval Coefficients 

AA 90-100 4.0 
BA 85-89 3.5 
BB 80-84 3.0 
CB 70-79 2.5 
CC 60-69 2.0 
DC 55-59 1.5 
DD 50-54 1.0 
FD 40-49 0.5 
FF 0-39 0 
NA - (Absent) 0 

 
In order to analyze the students' achievement grades at the end of the semester, 
the achievement levels and coefficient averages for each class were calculated by 
using the coefficient of the letter grades mentioned in Table 1. 
 
Achievement grades for each department were analyzed using the SPSS program. 
Independent groups t test method was used to determine whether there was a 
statistically significant difference in the mean of the class because the success of 
the sections was compared within themselves and the related notes belonged to 
different student groups.  
 
To check whether the achievement grades provided the necessary assumptions to 
apply the independent t test, it was tested that the variances of the 2 groups in 
which the data were normally distributed and in the comparison were equal to 
each other, then t test was applied. 
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FINDINGS 
 
Frequency and percent distribution according to the letter grades of the sample 
groups were made for both groups separately. Table 2 shows the variation of the 
letter grades of the Arabic Language and Literature students from the Turkish 
Language course according to the years limited in the research.  
 
Table 3 shows the change in the letter grades received by the students of Civil 
Engineering in English classes over the same years. When Table 2 is examined, it 
can be said that the letter grades of the students in both periods are close to each 
other. Compared to the previous year; The number of unsuccessful persons 
increased by about 6% compared to the year of distance education.  
 
In the previous year, there were students who were responsible for grades like DD, 
DC, and the student who was responsible for the year of distance education was 
not. Since the final exams of distance education courses were held at the same 
time in one session and the weight of the final exams was determined as 80% by 
the Council of Higher Education for distance education courses, the increase in the 
number of failed was considered normal. 
 

Table 2. 
Arabic Language and Literature Department Turkish Course Letter Grade 

Distribution. 
 

 
 

Grade 

Formal Education Distance Education 
Frequency Percentage % Frequency Percentage % 

AA 1 1,5625 3 4,6875 
BA 2 3,125 4 6,25 
BB 7 10,9375 6 9,375 
CB 23 35,9375 23 35,9375 
CC 12 18,75 13 20,3125 
DC 3 4,6875 3 4,6875 
DD 6 9,375 0 0 
FD 2 3,125 0 0 
FF 8 12,5 12 18,75 

Total 64 100 64 100 
 

When Table 3 is examined, it can be seen that the number of letter grades on the 
CB and above is increased during the year of distance education.  
 
It can be said that these increases show an upward shift in students since the 
interval between DC and DD letters.  
 
It can be said that the number of failed students increased by only 1 person 
(approximately 1,14%) in the previous year.  
 
It can be said in Table 3 that the Civil Engineering students have an overall 
increase in the achievements measured according to the letter grade. 
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Table 3. 
 Civil Engineering Department English Course Letter Grade Distribution 

 
 

Grade 
 

Formal Education 
 

Distance  Education 
Frequency Percentage % Frequency Percentage % 

AA 1 1,639344 3 4,615385 
BA 2 3,278689 8 12,30769 
BB 4 6,557377 8 12,30769 
CB 13 21,31148 15 23,07692 
CC 27 44,2623 23 35,38462 
DC 6 9,836066 3 4,615385 
DD 4 6,557377 0 0 
FD 0 0 0 0 
FF 4 6,557377 5 7,692308 

Total 61 100 65 100 
 
Data groups belonging to independent variables are indicated in the SPSS program 
by the names "Formal Education" and "Distance Education". The variable that is 
searched as a dependent variable is specified as "Achievement ". As can be seen 
from the Table 4, there are 64 people in both groups in the Arabic Language and 
Literature department. To summarize the Table 4, the mean of the letter grade 
average of 64 learners who have completed formal education is 1,9531, the 
standard deviation is 1,01, and the standard error is 0,12. The average number of 
students in the distance education group was calculated as 2.0625, standard 
deviation 1.13 standard error was 0.14. 
 

Table 4. 
 Arabic Language and Literature Group Statistics. 

 
Group Name N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Formal Education 64 1,9531 1,01073 ,12634 
Distance Education 64 2,0625 1,13564 ,14196 

 
The spss output of the t test results of the independent groups of Arabic Language 
and Literature students is shown in Table 5. If we interpret Table 5, it is observed 
that the variance values of the groups are equal according to the Levene's test to 
determine whether the variances of the independent variables are equal. In this 
case, the t test results of independent groups against the "Equal variances 
assumed" line are valid. Sig. (2-tailed) column gives the calculated p value for t 
test. Where p=0,566 is obtained and p=0,566> 0,05, the H0 hypothesis can not be 
rejected and it is concluded that there is no statistically significant difference 
between these two averages although the two sample averages are different from 
each other. 
 
H0: There is no statistically significant difference in the achievement of Turkish 
language learning between formal education students and distance education 
students. 
 
H1: There is a statistically significant difference in the achievement of Turkish 
learners of formal education and distance education. 
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Table 5. 
 Arabic Language and Literature - Independent Groups T Test Results. 

 
 

t-test for Equality of Means 
 

t df Sig. 
(2 tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std.Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 

Lower Upper 
-,576 126 ,566 -,10938 ,19004 -,48545 ,26670 

 
If the Table 6 is interpreted, there are 61 students in the formal education group 
and 65 students in the distance education group in the department of Civil 
Engineering.  
 
61 students who took English courses with formal education had a letter grade 
average of 2.00, a standard deviation of 0.78, and a standard error of 0.1.  
 
In the distance education group, 65 students had a letter grade average of 2.33, 
standard deviation of 0.92 and standard error of 0,11. 
 

Table 6. 
 Civil Engineering Group Statistics 

 
 
Group Name 
 

 
N 

 
Mean 

 
Std. Deviation 

 
Std. Error Mean 

Formal Education 61 2,0082 ,78789 ,10088 
Distance Education 65 2,3385 ,92748 ,11504 

 
The SPSS output of the independent groups t-test results of the students of the 
Civil Engineering Department is shown in Table 7.  
 
If we interpret Table 7; It was observed that the variance values of the groups 
were equal according to the Levene's test to determine whether the variances of 
the independent variables were equal.  
 
In this case, independent groups t test results are valid. Sig. (2-tailed) column 
gives the calculated p value for t test. If p=0,034 <0,05, then the hypothesis H0 is 
rejected and the H1 hypothesis is accepted.  
 
The difference of 0,3383 score between the mean of the two groups is statistically 
significant favorable for the distance education group. 
 
H0: There is no statistically significant difference in the achievement of English 
language learning between formal education students and distance education 
students. 
 
H1: There is a statistically significant difference in the achievement of English 
learners of formal education and distance education. 
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Table 7. 
 Civil Engineering - Independent Groups T Test Results. 

 
 

t-test for Equality of Means 

t df Sig. 
(2-tailed) 

Mean  
Difference 

Std.Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence Interval  
of the Difference 

Lower Upper 
 

-
2,147 

 
124 

 
,034 

 
-,33026 

 
15380 

 
-,63468 

 
-,02585 

 
 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
It is necessary to think that the components constituting distance education are 
not just users and the system is a whole. It can be said as other factors affecting 
students’ success that the content of the course must prepared according to the 
internationally accepted standards, system’s interface must be user friendliness 
and students must support with face to face trainings when they need. In order to 
increase the participation of students in distance education courses, e-learning 
activities should also motivate the student, which is not the case in the current 
practice. 
 
The weights of the exams as stated in the framework rules of distance education of 
the Council of Higher Education are also a matter of debate.  
 
According to this, the weight of the unattended (online) examinations is 
determined as 20% and the weight of the examinations made as supervised (face 
to face) is determined as 80%. This situation shows that it is less confidence in the 
online examinations. To overcome this situation, additional security tools may be 
used to detect identity information in order to ensure the safety of online 
examinations or face-to-face exams will be more accurate to be online as a 
surveillance. 
 
In this study, the success effect of distance education method applied for the first 
time in the Kilis 7 Aralık University, was investigated from the perspectives of 
language learning. When the research findings were examined, it was seen that 
foreign students in the Arabic Language and Literature department did not have 
any positive or negative effect on the success of the distance education method in 
their Turkish language learning. 
 
For the same purpose, Turkish students in the Civil Engineering department were 
observed to learn English as a foreign language with increasing success compared 
to the previous year, when the distance education method was positively affected 
by student achievement. If we interpret the findings of the research, the majority 
of students of Arabic Language and Literature department are from Syria and 
because they lived as refugees in Turkey, they have already met with Turkish and 
thus It can be said that they have already obtained gains about the Turkish 
language. 
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Considering this acceptance, it can be accepted that distance education has no 
effect on Turkish learning. Also the user interface of the learning management 
system is Turkish and this case made absence of a positive effect of distance 
education on learning Turkish. The students are trying to be taught with a 
language that is already foreign, with an interface that is composed of the same 
language. In such an environment, absence of a negative effect on the students' 
learning to learn Turkish can be regarded as a positive result too. 
 
For the local students in Civil Engineering, there is an ongoing English familiarity 
from primary education in the pre-license period. In this context, the increase in 
the success of distance learning has become more possible than for foreign 
language was never alien to the learned language. Because the same students use 
the learning management system’s interface in their own language, they obtained 
more efficiency than distance education method compared to the other sample 
group. 
 
As a result, the distance education method applied for the first time has a positive 
effect on language learning in one part, while the other way is not effective. The 
application of distance education method in compulsory courses given with formal 
education has gained considerable advantages in terms of student, teaching and 
administration. Students have been able to use about 7 hours of courses more 
flexibly and to work more flexibly with the people they want when they want 
common courses that every student has to take. Instructors have been working 
more efficiently by giving their lessons once instead of giving less than 40 lessons 
per week by telling the same class to different classes. 
  
In terms of administration; economic gains such as illumination, heating and 
cleaning of the places have been obtained. In addition to this, when doing the 
curriculum and exam program for each semester, the achievements have been 
obtained from this work load. It has been seen that distance learning, which is 
quite advantageous in terms of students, academicians and administrations, has 
positive effects on language learning success. It was emphasized that giving part 
of the formal education courses by distance education would increase the quality 
of learning in universities. 
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ABSTRACT 

The increased use of the internet with parallel to the developing technology, it 
has increased the interest of users to social networking sites. The time spent 
on social networking sites gets importance about how it affects to educational 
opportunities. In this study, we have compared perception and rates of social 
networking use of university academicians and students for educational 
purposes. For this purpose, in the mid-term of 2013-2014 academic years, we 
applied an online questionnaire with 162 students and 95 faculty members in 
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü Imam University. The questionnaire of “Facebook 
Usage and Perceptions as an Educational Tool” has been applied to the 
students and faculty members as a data collection tool. Frequency, 
percentage and chi-square analyzes were used to analyze the obtained data. 
The findings of the study, results, comments and suggestions are shared in 
this proposal. 

Keywords: Social networking, facebook, technology adoption, email 

In recent years, social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn 
and YouTube have many features and offer a wide range of possibilities for 
users to interact, communicate and collaborate with each other and also to 
reshape the teaching-learning process (Gülbahar, Kalelioğlu and Madran, 
2010; Özmen et al. 2012).  

Therefore, it is thought that the educational use of social networking sites, 
which are widely used in the world and become an indispensable part of 
modern society, can enrich relevant literature and give ideas to educators. In 
particular, the concept of lifelong learning allows social networks to become 
an important element in education and to reach wider people independently 
of time and space. From an educational point of view, social networking sites 
are more usable because of user interaction and flexible structures, as they 
are easier and more user-friendly than other teaching technologies. In 
addition, the fact that social networking sites have many features that 
facilitate the student-teacher and student-student interaction (Dursun and 
Çuhadar, 2015) and support the students to improve their inquiry skills 
Ozmen et al. 2012). 
It is thought that the use of social networking sites for education can both 
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give ideas to educators and enrich related literature. 
 
 For this purpose, in the mid-term of 2013-2014 academic years, we applied 
an online questionnaire with 162 students and 95 faculty members in 
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü Imam University.  
 
The data in this research is a descriptive method and were collected by using 
“Facebook Usage and Perceptions as an Instructional Tool” developed by the 
Roblyer et al. (2010). Frequency, percentage and chi-square test were used to 
analyze the obtained data. 
 
In the study, there are 74(%78) males and 21(%22) females of the faculty 
members and there are 97(%59,1) males, 65(%40,1) females of the 
students. 72(%75,8) of the faculty members have a Facebook account, while 
23(%24,2) does not have a Facebook account. While 135 (%83,3) of the 
students have Facebook account, 27(%16,7) of them do not have Facebook 
account.  
 
It has been observed that the vast majority of survey participants (65.2% of 
the faculty members and 82.6% of the students) checked Facebook accounts 
at least once a day. The rate of those who control six or more per day is 3% in 
faculty members, whereas this rate is 22% in students. 
 
A chi-square test was conducted to determine whether there was a significant 
difference between the faculty members and the students' use of Facebook. 
According to test result, the difference between "Keep in touch with friends" 
(x2=15.032, p<0,05) and "Communicate on class projects" (x2=8.284, 
p<0,05) between the faculty members and the students was found to be 
statistically significant differences.  
 
There was no significant difference between the faculty members and the 
students in the options of "Let others know what is happening in my life" and 
"Connect with people I have lost touch with". 
 
A chi-square test was conducted to determine whether there was a significant 
difference between the faculty members and the students' use of Facebook in 
education. According to this result, the difference between the usage of 
Facebook in education "It would be convenient" (x2=16,646, p<0,05) and the 
"I would welcome the opportunity to connect with faculty/students on 
Facebook" (x2=17,686, p<0,05) options were statistically significant 
differences. "Facebook is personal/social -not for education", "My privacy 
would be invaded" and "I don't care" choices do not make a significant 
difference between the faculty members and the students. 

 
In conclusion, it has been found that there is a significant difference between 
the use of social networking among faculty members and students and the 
use of social networking in education. In addition it has been found that 
faculty members and students have not used the Facebook platform much for 
educational purposes. 

(Please Click Here for Turkish Version in Fulltext) 

http://www.glokalde.com/pdf/issues/9/universite-ogrencilerle-akademisyenlerin-sosyal-ag-kullanimin-egitim-algilari-uzerine-etkileri.pdf
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ABSTRACT 
 
Over the years, audio has been used in distance education to create a presence 
of a lecturer in the learning environment.  These audio technologies were used 
for the purposes of complementing the existing print-based study material.  
This study seeks to explore how one of these audio technologies, podcasting 
was used to support distance students from the University of South Africa who 
are enrolled in a research proposal writing course. Data was collected through 
observations, questionnaires and interviews.  Six audio podcasts were made 
available to all students. The findings suggested that most students used 
mobile devises to download podcasts and the majority of them reported that 
podcasting enhanced interaction through providing guidance and assisted 
them to pace themselves through print-based material.   
 
Keywords: Podcasting, mobile technologies, open distance and Learning, 

University of South Africa (UNISA) 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
The use of podcasting through mobile devices, such as cell phones, tablets, 
and smartphones, has the potential to assist distance education students to 
access lessons, assignments and feedback in the form of audio or video. 
Podcasting are digital files (usually audio and/or video) that are available for 
users to download from computers or portable devices.  Anyone can create 
and upload the audio content for anyone to access and download from a 
computer or a mobile device. The availability of mobile devices makes it much 
possible for podcasts to be used on the move and as often as student wish.  
The benefits are that students are already familiar with the technology making 
it easy to use because it is versatile and inexpensive.   
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This makes it “an attractive option for providing additional flexible learning 
resources” for distance students (van Zanten, 2008).  This is even more critical 
in distance education where students often feel isolated from their teachers as 
facilitators of learning and their peers as supporters of learning.  
 
Studying through printed media will remain one of the main medium of 
instruction in most distance education in developing countries such as South 
Africa. The pre-produced self-contained study material are developed with an 
explicit understanding that they facilitate access to learning especially to 
those people who live in marginalised, remote communities. Interaction in this 
context occurs when a student sends a completed assignment to the teacher 
who marks it and sends it back with comments and feedback. For many 
distance students, learning is a text or visual-only experience that removes 
them for a personalised learning process.  
 
One of the major challenges facing distance education institutions is to 
provide support for “isolated students who are left to fend for themselves,” 
(Brindley and Paul, 2004, 40). In this context, students are physically, 
emotionally and socially separated from the institution.  
 
The distance education character of individual form of learning and the lack of 
interaction amongst students and teachers is a major challenge. Interaction, 
irrespective of whether learning is occurring in a contact or distance setting, is 
at the core of educational experience, according to Anderson (2010), and it 
happens when objects, events and people mutually influence one another. 
Without interaction, teaching becomes simply “passing content as if it was a 
dogmatic truth” (Anderson, 2010, 29.) and students on the other hand become 
isolated and eventually drop out. Moore (1993) believed that interaction 
between student and content; student and student; and student and lecturer 
should be encouraged and promoted regardless of how students are linked to 
the resources they require.  
 
The successful enactment of interaction “rests on the philosophy of distance 
education which informs the decisions about techniques and technology” 
(Evans and Nation, 1989, 154). It is therefore important that distance 
education institutions exploit the affordances provided by new technologies to 
enhance teaching and learning.  
 
To address this problem of interaction, distance education providers used 
other technological devices such as radio, television, audio-video tapes to 
support teaching and learning.  The challenge is how distance education 
providers integrate these activities to enhance the learning experience for 
distance education students. New technologies such as podcasting provide 
unique technological attributes that could be harnessed to provide interaction 
and resources that support all areas of teaching and learning.  
 
The University of South Africa (UNISA) like other distance education 
institutions has generally used printed study materials.  However, in recent 
years, there has been a move towards using these new technologies to 
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support distance teaching and learning processes.  
 
Technologies such as podcasts have been used in conjunction with printed 
material to supplement and support interactive pacing and prompting  (Bell et 
al. 2007; Collier-Collier-Reed, Case and Stott, 2013); just-in-time instruction; 
self-check assessment (Scutter, Stupans, Sawyer and King, 2010) and problem 
solving and collaborative learning (Makoe, 2012).  The idea is to add “that all-
important human dimension to the textbook and the study guide” (Lee and 
Chan, 2007).  
 
Several studies have shown that distance students are more receptive to 
acquiring material which comes in the form of voice via podcast than in the 
form of text in a study material (Durbridge, 1984; Evans, 2008, van Zanten, 
2008). Students like to being talked through tasks; they prefer hearing facts 
and discussions from lecturers and they are encouraged “by the voice of 
someone they know and respect”, according to Durbridge (1984).  Over the 
years, audio has been used in distance learning to personalise learning and to 
create a presence of a lecture within the study material.  The advantages of 
audio for education are its capacity “to impact cognition via clear instructions 
and touching the emotional aspects of the process of learning through 
immediacy and link to the teacher,” (Durbridge, 1984).   The use of audio for 
instructional purposes in distance education can be traced back to the 1920s 
where radio was used extensively to teach people who were either in the 
military or industry (Reiser, 1987). The reach and immediacy of radio provided 
a potentially powerful medium through which to support distance learners.  
Even then, Reiser (1987) argues that educational radio was used for the 
purposes of complementing the existing print-based study material. Later on, 
audio cassettes and CD Roms were also used as learning tools in distance 
education. The major distinction between these technologies and the new 
ones is that podcasts are easy and cheaper to create and can also be 
distributed quicker at low costs.  
 
Despite the benefits, little consideration has been given to harnessing the 
affordances of these new technologies to deliver teaching and learning in 
distance education institutions. This study seeks to explore how podcasting 
was used to add a “human voice” to the print-based study material.  Since 
students are already using podcasts in informal setting, it makes sense 
therefore that this study aims to explore how podcasts can be used to support 
teaching and learning in distance education. The idea is to use devices that are 
already available, accessible to students in order to develop ways in which 
they could be supported (Makoe, 2012). For the distance student, podcasting 
has a greater potential of reducing isolation-induced anxiety often associated 
with the correspondence nature of distance education (Lee and Chan, 2007).  
 
Benefits of Podcasting In Distance Education  
Several studies have shown that podcasting has been used successfully in 
adding a lecturers ‘voice to study material in distance learning (Lee and Chan, 
2007; Oliver, 2005; Sloan, 2004). Podcasting also facilitates self-paced 
learning, provides remediation for those learners who are self-paced, help 
those learners who have some disabilities (reading, for example), and 
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enriches the learning experience of the learners at advanced level (Sloan, 
2004). Podcasting as a means of representation of diverse and plentiful 
experiences provides a viable opportunity of authentic representation, greater 
interaction, more powerful expression, and personal empowerment (King, 
2009, 1649). The study by Oliver (2005) found that podcasting positively 
influenced collaboration among transnational students. In addition, 
podcasting is capable of improving learning through the reported increase in 
motivation and level of engagement among students. 
 
Since students are more familiar with these devices, they are more receptive 
to acquiring learning material from these types of technologies than in the 
textbook or study material or a traditionally conducted lecture (Evans, 2008). 
A study by Woods and Keeler (2001), found that the use of audio recorded 
feedback by tutors when sending email messages increased students’ levels of 
participation in various group activities along with fostering the given online 
community and boosting satisfaction with the experience of learning. Short 
audio clips in informal style are helpful while addressing the concerns and 
anxieties of university undergraduates in relation to the course and its 
assessment (Lee and Chan, 2007).  Like audio cassettes that have been used in 
the past to add a voice to the study material, podcasting are now being used 
for the same purpose.  All these studies attest to the fact that the use of audio 
in the form of podcasts are critical in supporting teaching and learning 
especially in distance education where there is very limited communication 
between students and lecturers.  
 
Many higher education providers have used podcasts in a variety of ways.  
Some institutions have used podcasts as a complete substitute for face-to-face 
classes (Substantial), according to McGreal and colleagues.  In some 
instances, podcasts have been used to provide summaries of what has been 
taught or used to  clarify areas that they may not have been understood by 
students (Supplementary) (Bell et al. 2007; McGreal et al. 2009). Where 
podcasting was used to supplement study material in distance education, Lee 
and Chan (2007) found that it helped to reduce anxiety caused by studying 
alone in isolation.  
 
In some instances, students were encouraged to create their own podcast as 
part of their school projects or assignments (Creative) (McGreal et al. 2009). 
Technological devices that are successful for teaching and learning in distance 
education are those that are generally available to people, according to 
Keegan (2005).   
 
In his study of students’ perception of podcasting use, Evans (2008) found 
that students considered podcasts to be efficient (in relation to time which is 
spent on a certain amount of material); effective (in terms how much learning 
has been achieved); engaging and easily received tool for learning.  
 
While using podcasts, he also found that learners express less overhead 
related to looking for, locating, and downloading educational material (Evans 
(2008). Once the podcasts have been created and are ready for dissemination, 
they can be downloaded from mobile devices.  
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A valuable feature of these devices is their ability to share information without 
entailing additional costs; therefore the portability of these devices make 
access possible for all students (Scutter, Stupans, Sawyer and King, 2010).  In 
their explanation and description of mobile learning, Kukulska-Hulme and 
Traxler (2005) use terms such as "spontaneous", "informal", "personal", 
"portable", "contextual", "pervasive" and "ubiquitous". These are all attributes 
that make the podcasting a very accessible tool in the dissemination of 
learning material in distance education.  
 
One of the most important findings in the context of distance learning is that 
students appreciated listening to and receiving audio feedback from their 
lecturers (Sloan, 2004).  All these studies indicate that “information received 
via one sensory channel is not processed and stored as well as information 
received from two, such as for example auditory and visual sensory” (Scutter, 
Stupans, Sawyer and King, 2010, p. 181). Therefore, feasibility of the podcasts 
usage, needs to be assessed within the parameters that affect the student’s 
access to the devices (Madiope, 2013).  
 
Hampering Factors  
Despite the obvious benefits, there are concerns regarding the use of 
podcasting. One of the shortcomings of podcasting, according to Lee and Chan 
(2007) is that audio cannot “provide complex and/or detailed information that 
needs to be heavily processed and logically deconstructed ...that requires 
substantial concentration” (90) especially if students are separated from a 
lecturer who may explain the concept in more than one way. The other 
hampering factor is that students may be familiar with using podcasts in 
informal setting and therefore may find it difficult to move from informal to 
formal learning. The other concern is that if students have limited technical 
capability, it may prevent them from accessing podcasts from the host 
databases and portals (Belanger, 2005). Any technical glitches that may 
present themselves while students are accessing and operating podcasts may 
be a problem for students who are unfamiliar with using this tool for learning 
(Edirisingha, Salmon and Forthergill, 2007; Tynan and Colbran, 2006). In 
addition, sufficient bandwidth is needed if students wish to download files 
(either audio or video ones) which are rather large (Boulos, Maramba and 
Wheeler, 2006). This may be extremely problematic for UNISA students who 
live in remote rural communities where access to bandwidth is limited and in 
most cases not available.  
 
Another hampering factor is that some university lecturers are reluctant to 
integrate innovative technologies such as podcasting into their teaching 
material because they lack skill or knowledge on how to use these new tools.  
Also, there is no general agreement among lecturers as to whether podcasting 
is simply an innovative mechanism for material review or a new method of 
knowledge construction (Roschelle, 2003).  This is even much more 
pronounced in distance education where some academics view these new 
technologies as a fad that will pass with time.  Most of them are comfortable 
with their old ways of teaching which are based on print-based courses with 
little or no integration of technology (Makoe, 2012).   
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Studies have shown that the successful implementation of new strategies of 
teaching and learning depends on the lecturers’ willingness to adopt and 
embrace the new technologies. 
  
Some researchers have argued that the use of podcasting may lead to 
students disengaging with the study material while focusing on the audio 
facility (Scutter, Stupans, Sawyer and King, 2010). This perception may be 
stem from the influence of the constructivist view on staff perceptions, which 
maintains that deep learning occurs when a student is actively engaged in 
learning (Scutter, Stupans, Sawyer and King, 2010).  However, this notion is 
disputed by other researchers who argue that listening is an active, creative 
and demanding process of selecting and interpreting information from 
auditory clues and therefore students cannot be passive (Sloan, 2004; Wood 
and Keeler, 2001). 
 
Theoretical Considerations of The Use of Podcasting 
Notably, the use of podcasts in learning is supported by various distance 
education theories especially those that deal with the role of interaction and 
communication in enhancing teaching and learning. Many theories who looked 
at the challenge of interaction in distance education agreed that students need 
to be supported both cognitively and affectively through mediated 
technologies intervention.  An effective student support services in distance 
education should address student cognitive needs by integrating 
communication within study materials (Holmberg 2003; Tait, 2000).  In his 
theory of guided didactic conversation, Holmberg (2003) argues that mediated 
conversation should facilitate the development of learning relationship 
between the lecturer and the student.  The use of new technologies such as 
podcasts may assist in guiding the conversation within the study material.  
 
What is critical in distance education is that students need to be supported 
cognitively, affectively and administratively, according to Tait (2000).   This 
can only be achieved through bridging the gap between the students and the 
lecturers.  In this separation there is a “psychological and communications 
space to be crossed, a space of potential misunderstandings” between 
lecturers and students who are physically separated (Moore, 1993, p.22).  It is 
in this space, that Moore (1983) describes as transactional distance, where the 
structure of the educational program and the quality of the interaction 
between the teacher and the student determines academic performance. 
Moore (1983) believed that interaction should serve a variety of purposes 
including encouraging communication between student and content; student 
and student; and student and lecturer. The use of podcasts in distance 
education has the potential to improve interaction between student and 
lecturer and amongst students themselves.  
 
This shows that learning is a social process where students feel the need to 
communicate with their lecturers and other students. Lack of social interaction 
linked to self-paced study tends to lead to high attrition rates (Anderson, 
2010).  The solution to this problem is to stimulate interaction through 
technologies such as podcasts. Student to student or study groups 
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interactions tend to lead to higher academic achievements.   
 
In addition students need to communicate with their lecturers on regular 
basis.  Interaction between student and lecturer leads to the “the concomitant 
development of a learner’s capacity to be self-directed and self-motivated” 
(Anderson, 2010).   
 
In distance education, there is strong correlation between care and learner 
motivation, according to Simpson (2008) and this affects attrition and 
completion rates.  
 
Affective support though motivation messages are even more important in 
distance education because students are often studying independently and 
alone. To keep students motivated, a lecturer should send audio messages 
through podcasts on regular bases. When students feel supported, they 
develop a positive relationship with their lecturers and the university and they 
find learning more pleasurable and this in turn supports their motivation 
continue with their studies.  
 
Several studies have shown that distance students enjoyed and benefited from 
interactions with their lecturers (Anderson, 2010; Simpson, 2008).  
 
Hillman, Willis, and Gunawardena (1994) argue that interaction should also 
include the concept of learner-interface. They believe that successful 
implementation of any interaction is dependent on student understanding of 
why they are using a particular technology in an educational environment and 
how they should use it.   
 
It is therefore important that students understand why they are using 
podcasts in an educational environment in order to interact successfully with 
content, lecturers and peers (Makoe, 2012). High level of interaction, 
according to Anderson (2010) require different actors within the learning 
process be actively involved in the interaction.  
 
Since students are already familiar with using podcasts in informal contexts, 
they can be encouraged to use them in formal learning. The theory of informal 
and lifelong learning recognises the attributes of teaching methods that can 
be taken beyond the formal environment and used beyond the course-work 
period (Naismith, 2004).  
 
Learning is affected by a learner’s environment, and it has been shown by 
Naismith (2004) that learning is directly related to the comfort level in any 
given environment and situation.  Informal learning may happen intentionally 
through taking parts in deliberate learning projects; and accidental through 
obtaining knowledge from observation, conversations, television, newspapers 
and the internet (Naismith, 2004: 3).  
 
Within this approach, learning is embedded into an individual’s everyday life, 
which stresses the value of mobile technologies and audio podcasting in 
particular. 
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These theories confirm that students can achieve effective learning by means 
of using a variety of methods that are meant to complement each other. Of 
importance to this study is the accessibility of the method beyond the use of 
print-based study material, and its ability to perform when used on the 
internet or on mobile devices. What this means in a distance education context 
is that students can now access teaching and learning via their mobile devices 
anytime, anywhere, in the palm of their hands (Kukulska-Hulme and Traxler, 
2005) without relying on the postal services to deliver their study materials.  
 
This is even much more appropriate in developing countries such as South 
Africa that has incessant problems with unreliable postal services, poor roads 
and infrastructure. Given this scenario, the question that needs to be asked is 
in what ways can podcast be used effectively to support distance students?  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
To answer this question, three different types of data collection tools were 
used for different purposes.  Observations were used to analyse the patterns 
of technology use (downloads of podcasts).  Focus groups interviews were 
used to explore students’ experiences and perceptions about using podcasts 
while questionnaires were used to collect students’ background information 
on the use of podcasting.   
 
Data was collected from students who enrolled for a post graduate course in 
Research Proposal Writing course.  This course was chosen because many 
distance education were struggling with the process of writing research 
proposals.  Second language speakers often struggle with conceptualising and 
writing for academic purposes and the podcasts were developed to encourage 
and support them as they go through their print-based study material. 
 
Prior to the data collection process, six audio podcasts on research proposal 
writing were made available in MP3 format to students via the IONO website. 
These audio podcasts were easily downloadable from any technology including 
mobile phones. They short podcasts were meant to be accessed by all 310 
students.  However, only 282 students visited the website.  An invitation to 
participate in the study was also sent via email to all students in the course. Of 
the 310 students who are enrolled for the course, 130 students indicated 
interest in participating in the study.   
 
A questionnaire was then sent via email to 100 students.  About 48 students 
returned the questionnaire and the analysis is based on the 36 who completed 
the questionnaire. The remaining 30 students who indicated interest in 
participating were asked to participate in focus groups. Only 13 out of 30 
participated. 
 
The findings of this study are therefore based on 36 students who completed 
the questionnaire, 13 who participated in focus groups and the 282 who 
downloaded the podcasts. Despite many attempts to encourage students to 
participate, it emerged that there was a small portion of respondents (7%) 
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that were not fully aware of the project.  
However, a great majority (93%) of registered students downloaded at least 
one podcast.  Figure 1: below reports on the number of downloads from July 
when the website went live to the 20 September 2012 when it was analysed 
and reported. 
  . 

 
Figure 1: 

The number of podcasts downloads per topic 
Observation of downloaded podcasts 

 
Students access to podcast website (IONO FM) was monitored to find out how 
often students visited the site.  
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A periodic reports on specific information on applications, downloads as well 
as feedback from students were received. While figure 1 above indicates the 
number of downloads, the graph below shows a breakdown of the exact use of 
podcasts as recorded by the data logger from the IONO FM.  It also indicates 
how each individual podcasts was accessed. Although the programme started 
in July, it was only in September as shown in figure 2, that student’s activities 
were visible. This was after numerous emails from lecturers encouraging 
students to download podcasts.  
 
The number of downloads peaked again in the last week of October, just 
before the submission of an assignment. The highest hits were recorded end of 
November just before the examinations. Evans (2008) also found that 
podcasting tend to provide opportunities for revision hence the high hits 
before the submission of assignments and examination.  
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According to the results from the IONO fm administrators, the rate of 
registration and access to the site improved over time and further cements the 
need for time to study and get used to the new method. As some students put 
it: “the system is good but it would take a while to get used to”. The 
downloads from the website were evidently increased as a result of increased 
confidence for students who tried to use the postcats. 

  
Figure 2: 

Six month report on access of the podcast and usage 
 

Student Support 
Although it is acknowledged that downloads do not necessarily reflect the 
degree to which students have used podcasts, ‘podcasting may well be 
valuable support for distance students (Edirisingha et al. 2007). About 90% of 
the students recognised the importance of podcasts and saw it as a good 
support intervention for disseminating teaching and learning material. Since 
distance students are separated from their lecturers, they felt that podcasting 
helped them to listen to their lecturers as they were assisting them with 
difficult concepts in their course.  “An effective student support service in 
distance education is characterised by personalizing the learning process 
through facilitating interaction “(Brindley and Paul 2004, 45). The majority of 
students - 88% of the sample pointed out that they had used the podcasts in 
preparing for their research proposal. The acceptance of this mode of delivery 
can also be attributed to the fact that some of the podcasts were based on role 
play through interactive sessions between the lecturer and the student who 
acted out the common misconceptions or misunderstandings related to the 
subject at hand. This assisted listeners to identify with the student who was 
asking questions and the lecturer who was responding.   
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The students felt that this particular podcast supported them cognitively when 
the lecturer clarified some of the difficult concepts within the study material. 
One student said: 
 

“I do think this (podcasts) helped in providing guidelines on how to write the 
proposal, because when there is no guidance and one become stuck, a 

person can decide to drop-out, such guidance will limit dropouts.”  
 
The role of a lecturer in distance education is to facilitate learning through 
asking questions, correcting misperceptions, offering assistance, and 
stimulating discussion. Students felt that podcasts helped in providing the 
“missing link” that is the voice in the study material.   Students reported that: 

 
“I liked the lectures’ voice and how she explained everything” 

 
  “The tone was loud and clear, the information straight to the point” 

 
Improving Performance 
In the self-report, 88% of the sample indicated that they believed that the use 
of podcasts can improve performance in the course. The ultimate measure for 
performance is passing a course or submitting well written research proposal 
having used recorded podcasts as a support tool.  Although it is difficult to 
assess the impact of podcasting to student performance, according to Collier-
Reed, Case and Stott (2013), is the submission of research proposals by the 
students who used podcasts. It signifies the ability of the podcasts to guide a 
research proposal writing student through the entire process and ensuring 
that indeed the proposal is received and accepted with a pass mark.  A small 
percentage (5%) of those who used podcasts and not submitted may indicate 
a degree of challenges or hardships on the part of the student. In that case, it 
is evident that interventions of podcasts in supporting students have actually 
assisted a lot of students in preparing their proposals.  However, these 
reported successes cannot be wholly credited to the use of the podcasts 
because there are many aspects of the learning context that influence 
performance (Collier-Reed, Case and Stott, 2013). 
 
In this study, the impact of podcasting was measured in terms of 
enhancement of interaction (lecture’s voice) as illustrated by the students 
comments above; and engagement with the print-based study material (self-
pacing). Most of the students acknowledged that podcasts assisted them to 
pace themselves while encouraging them to start working on their proposal. 
Interactive pacing can serve both a social and an individual purpose. The 
former can be used to keep study group together and the latter can be utilised 
“to prescribe the speed with which content is prescribed and acted upon” 
(Anderson, 2010, 3)..  A large-scale IMPALA project carried out in by five 
British universities also found that students benefited greatly from the use of 
podcasts, especially in terms of providing support in placing learning activities 
in desirable sequences (Edirisingha et al. 2007).  This shows that podcasting 
can assist students in exercising better study habits while providing the much 
needed support for distance students. 
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Access of Study Material 
It was also encouraging that such a large section of the sample was able to 
access the material, considering the challenges experienced and the time 
restrictions of the study conducted. The majority (75%) of students reported 
that they used mobile devices to access podcasts.  
 
This is not an unusual finding since most communities in Africa including 
peasant farmers, health workers, migrant labourers, rural extension workers 
are using mobile devices not only for communication purposes, but to carry 
out their daily business. The high costs of personal computers and lack of 
infrastructure for networked ICTs has lead to the rapid growth of wireless 
infrastructure in Africa. According to the 2013 GSMA report, the number of cell 
phones users in South Africa surpasses its population.  There are 117 cell 
phones per 100 citizens, this means that a great number of people own more 
than one handset.   
 
Most of those phones have features that enable people to take pictures, play 
music and games, watch videos, and browse the internet.  A majority (80.2%) 
of South African internet users use cell phones to access the internet (GMSA, 
2013). That’s why many students in this study relied on mobile devices to 
download podcasts. About 92% of students reported that they are willing to 
invest in buying any mobile device that will assist them access study material 
quicker and easier. This is also similar to what Makoe (2012) found in her 
study with teachers who are distance students.  Many of them thought that a 
sophisticated mobile device that is different from what they already own may 
help them with their studies. What they are not aware of is that their own cell 
phones may have all the applications that they need for their studies.  
 
Today’s high-end cell phones, according to Prensky (2004), have the 
computing power of the mid-1990s computers while consuming one-
hundredth of the energy. However, a great a number of low cost cell phones 
have a variety of applications that can be used in education. Therefore it 
should not be difficult to exploit some of these available cell phone 
applications for education purposes. The portability, mobility and the 
availability of these devices make it possible for the students to report that: 
  

“...the podcast is accessible any time anywhere. One can play it 
over and over again to get a clear understanding” 

 
…I accessed the material every time I wanted and felt the 

need to 
 

“It’s like a guide that is available to you all the time otherwise 
it is frustrating alone” 

 
Another group of students highlighted the need to incorporate technology into 
learning. They reported that in instances where podcasting can be used to 
substitute print-based material, it can may make the process of learning more 
interesting.  Student said:  
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“…Technology is moving away from print which is tedious to read and 

contributes to environmental degradation though cutting of trees.” 
  

“...I would recommend it because it is able to reach the intended 
students on time without the delays associated with other means of 

disseminating the material such as by ordinary post. Students, 
especially those in rural areas usually experience delays caused by 

ordinary post…” 
 
One reason given for the real time interactions is that the questions asked are 
all addressed instead of having a portion answered while another is not. One 
respondent explains that even the students themselves can help each other 
through discussion groups. The respondent stipulated that: 
 

“…technology is improving … but I believe human support is 
also important so that we have a proper guidance by 

interacting through discussions.” 
 
However, it is not necessary that the podcasts should replace every existing 
methods of learning. Rather, it should create an aspect of flexibility in terms of 
convenience, a new way of reading but not a substitute for human interactive 
learning. The periodic visits by lecturers, for example, should remain and form 
avenues of settling queries that are not addressed in the podcasts. That’s why 
a majority of students who participated in this study reported that they 
accessed podcasts through mobile devices.  
 
The findings suggest that the use of podcasts as part of the study material 
encouraged communication, even if it was asynchronous and one-way.  The 
lack of contact and limited feedback from their lecturers is of great concern for 
distance education students therefore any intervention geared towards 
enhancing learning is welcome.  Most of them do not have the confidence to 
learn independently and a result they have trouble in navigating through study 
material on their own without support of their lecturers.  To encourage 
communication geared towards supporting students, a variety of technologies 
such as telephones, computers, electronic mails have been integrated into the 
delivery of the study material to provide the missing interactivity (Galusha, 
1997). Like students in van Zanten’s, (2008) who believed that podcasting has 
“tremendous potential to assist in acculturating distance learners and aiding 
them in moving towards complete social and academic integration into 
institutional life,” students in this study reported that that indeed the use of 
podcasting supported them cognitively, affectively and administratively.  
 
Challenges with using podcasts 
Although many students reported about the benefits of using podcasts, some 
students raised concerns regarding limited access to the internet due to weak 
broadband. As echoed from the statistics from IONO FM observation, it 
appeared that students did not have interest in the programme and those who 
got into it accessed it late in the course. In fact, they only started downloading 
material after numerous emails from their lecturers.   
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It was assumed that students will be excited about the intervention and just 
follow instructions as indicated. However, the response was not as expected 
even though students are aware and can use podcasts in informal social 
setting, they found it difficult to use it in formal education settings.   
 
One of the challenges is the technical capabilities of users with regard to 
navigating the website on which podcasts are embedded.  Another challenge is 
transmitting podcasts to mobile devices. If these challenges are not 
eliminated, they may turn off students from trying out new technologies for 
teaching and learning. The biggest challenge, however, it to come up with 
ways in which students and teachers can be empowered with the necessary 
skills in order to fully utilise the affordances of mobile technologies such as 
podcasting.  
 
Some of the student expressed concerns in not knowing how to navigate 
through the website. A student pointed that “…the podcasts play starts 
automatically even if not selected at times…” Some of the students who 
complained are the ones who had problems with connectivity because of the 
signal strength of their mobile devices. The most troubled were students who 
did not have laptops and had to rely on public computers from internet cafes. 
Some used these computers to download files into their portable storage units 
like flash disks. However, they were concerned about viruses that they may 
pick up from public computers.  It is known that the effectiveness of using 
podcasts is also engraved in the number of times the student would able to 
access the information.  Scutter et al. (2010) also found that Second Language 
speakers appreciated the opportunity to re-listen to content several times. The 
ability to replay recorded files helped students to understand complicated 
things and facilitated listening comprehension. 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE  
 
Despite the identified challenges, podcasting has been found to be a learning 
tool that offers simplicity, comfort and saves time. While it was noted that a 
good number of students have mobile devices, they still relied on laptops or 
computers to download podcasts.  This shows that students still prefer to use 
laptops and computers for learning purposes.  The adoption of using these 
new technologies relies on the level of awareness students have in using new 
interventions for teaching and learning. The awareness campaign of the 
product should address issues around how to access and make the most of the 
product. There should also be a parallel process where a recording of 
frequently asked questions is made available on cell phones so that students 
can listen in and follow instructions.   
 
In addition, students have to be held by the ‘hand’ right from the start when a 
student registers on the websites hosting the material.  The downloadable 
audio instructions should help students to navigate through the website, 
download the material and be taught about the available settings and 
configurations that can be used to download podcasts. That implies that 
probable set up of assistance or help desk for conveying such information 
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and skills to the student is needed in addition to running campaigns.   
The other consideration may be to integrate podcasts lessons into the print 
based study material through asking student to use both text and audio.  
 
The findings of the study shows that of mobile technologies such as 
podcasting has a great potential to enhance interaction and provide the much 
needed support for distance students in developing countries such as South 
Africa. It therefore, important that distance education institutions need to look 
at other ways that can be used to facilitate support systems that are 
responsive to students needs and context-specific. As the study has showed, 
the current print-based operation of the programmes has been a source of 
frustrations for many students. The solution lies in coming up with ways to 
enhance interaction and support distance students as they are going through 
their learning journey.  
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Edited by the leading experts in the field of 
Mobile Learning Technologies (MLTs), this 
book specifically focuses on the practical and 
theoretical applications of MLTs in diverse 
countries and contexts at various levels of 
application (especially tertiary), along the 
lines of constructivist/inclusive curriculum 
design, instructional MLT implementation and 
integration, pedagogical frameworks/models, 
innovative mLearning methods, digital 
reading, Web 2.0 technologies, and teacher 
development. As such, the book provides a 
solid and comprehensive overview of the 
MLTs (or mLearning), with concrete applied 
experiences from the field helping readers 
have a high-resolution mental map of the 
mobile learning topography, enabling a deep 
grasp of the field. 

 
MLTs are deeply analyzed from multiple perspectives in 15 chapters. The book 
synthesizes a wide range of findings and opinions of researchers, scholars, 
practitioners, teacher educators and innovators from different nations in the light 
of their discussion centering on the key issues regarding the current status, 
possibilities, advantages, drawbacks, concerns, and limitations of MLTs.  
 
These key issues are covered in detail in 15 different chapters, as follows:  
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Chapter 1: Mobile Social Media as a  
Catalyst for Collaborative Curriculum Redesign 
Chapter 1 primarily explores the possibilities of using mobile social media to 
redesign collaborative curricula.  Discussing the advantages and shortcomings of 
a case study involving participatory action research where mobile social media 
are used for creative pedagogies in the context of New Zealand, the authors 
explain its possible implications for broader instructional contexts. They arrive at 
the conclusion that an effective mobile social media framework needs to satisfy 
three fundamental conditions: a) model how to build learning communities, b) 
explore the unique pedagogical possibilities allowed by mobile social media, and 
c) set up the necessary technology infrastructure to support such new 
possibilities. The authors themselves clearly model the specific types of mobile 
social media activities and assessments by using a modified version of Luckin et 
al. (2010)’s framework including pedagogical, andragogical, and heutagogical 
dimensions, supporting it with redesigned assessment criteria, and explicating 
the key principles involved in its implementation. 
 
Chapter 2: Developing Faculty to Effectively Use  
Mobile Learning Technologies in Collegiate Classes  
This chapter discusses the difficulties encountered by higher education faculty in 
effectively using mobile technologies and proposes strategies to create faculty 
development programs to encourage the use of MLTs and bridge the gap between 
the two extremes (positive vs negative) of faculty approaches to MLTs. First 
outlining the challenges of using MLTs in higher education, the authors lay out 
Coyne-Smith (2012)’s five-step plan for successful faculty development, including 
the steps of launching a conference, tying mobile learning to institutional 
academic vision, enabling faculty “ambassadors” for technology maximization, 
linking technology to learning effectiveness, and dedicating time/resources to MT 
adoption. The authors stress that successful faculty adoption of MLTs is a 
continuous, collaborative, and intentional process in which department chairs 
play a key role as leaders. 

 
Chapter 3: A Case Study of Developing Suitable Mobile Learning  
Technology for a Distance Learning Masters Programme 
This chapter describes a distance learning course designed to ensure 
continuation of learning in an environment where reliable internet connection 
was not available. The course-takers were given an Apple iPad and instructed to 
download a Course App with rich multimedia. Through this innovative course 
design, learners were able to learn on the move and their learning capacities 
were enhanced.  
 
The authors illustrate their course development through figures of 
modules/learning resources and present a workflow chart, and include comments 
from students who have taken the course, which are mostly positive. Following 
their recommendations and solution for the specific problem that arose during 
the implementation of the course, the authors then go on to conclude that the 
students responded very well to this mode of instruction and had lower attrition 
rates and higher scores in the formative assessments compared to the other 
distance learning programs.  
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Chapter 4: Mobile Learning 
This chapter presents of overview of MLTs regarding the trends, issues and 
challenges in teaching and learning. The authors discuss both the benefits and 
strategic uses of MLTs. By reviewing the relevant literature on mobile learning 
the authors outline the current trends and issues in the development of mobile 
learning and challenges in its pedagogical implementation. Specifically, the 
authors discuss teacher and students perspectives on MLT, learning theories and 
conceptual frameworks/models regarding ML, changing e-learning platforms, 
and address potential problems in design, usability, security/privacy, ethics, 
infrastructure, and cost. They conclude by underscoring the importance of having 
well-defined principles of mobile learning pedagogy and applying multiple 
pedagogical strategies. 
   
 
 
Chapter 5: Teacher Development,  
Support, and Training with Mobile Technologies 
Using Wilson et al.’s (2013) M-TPACK framework, the authors of Chapter 5 focus 
on teacher education by describing how to benefit from iPads to develop and 
support pre-service teacher metacognition. Through authentic examples, images, 
and figures they illustrate how they helped pre-service teachers to develop a 
Metacognitive Technological Pedagogical Framework (M-TPACK), which in turn 
facilitated the implementation of their knowledge about content, technology, 
pedagogy, and students by pulling them all together in a meaningful synthesis. 
The authors further provide a list of activities to promote positive teacher 
dispositions toward technology integration in teaching and support teacher self-
efficacy. Following some useful tips on how to develop teachers’ content 
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, technological knowledge and knowledge of 
students, the authors then conclude by saying that MLTs “can offer teachers a 
flexible, relevant, personalized, metacognitive, and innovative way to teach.” 
 
Chapter 6: Using Mobile Technology for Student  
Teaching Observations of Special Education Candidates 
Stressing the importance of student teacher supervision in teacher education, 
and in an effort to bring a solution to the problems involved in it the authors of 
Chapter 6 exemplify an implementation of video conferencing via MLTs for 
student teaching observation in special education. Giving a detailed account of 
this video supervision, they make some very valuable suggestions on 
authorization procedures, accounting for technological limitations, and 
conducting remote observation. They further discuss some concerns regarding 
the security of video conferencing and protecting student confidentiality, 
pointing out that these issues can be resolved by using secure software and 
appropriate procedures. All considered, MLTs offer great benefits to save costs 
and time, relieving faculty in teacher education programs from a great burden. 
 
Chapter 7: Mobile Technology in Higher Education 
This chapter examines the replication and transferability patterns related to the 
use of a mobile technology device across multiple instructors, settings, context, 
and content areas in higher education settings. The authors describe their six-
year long replication study in detail.  
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First, they discuss expected adaptation in terms of fidelity of use, and then go on 
to elaborate on the background, implementation, and implications of their study, 
with student/instructor prior use of and familiarity with mobile technology as the 
major variables. They found that MLT was successful in supporting higher 
education STEM learning. Implementation level, instructor familiarity, and 
student background knowledge colored participant perceptions of MLT-related 
learning outcomes. Based on this study, the authors strongly recommend that 
before introducing a new technological device in a higher education classroom, 
instructors should select the ones with documented suggested uses, repeat it at 
least twice, and give time for adaptation. 
 
Chapter 8: Improving the Work Integrated Learning  
Experience through Mobile Technologies 
The authors of Chapter 8 present some challenges encountered in relating 
teaching theory to workplace practice in a teacher education program, involving 
the use of Work Integrated Learning (WIL), and how they have tackled these 
challenges proactively and in a systematic way. The authors begin by introducing 
the paradox of 19th century working views defining 21st century practicum, and 
underscore the importance of real-time feedback in filling knowledge gap. Then, 
they dwell on assessing students real-time through both summative and 
formative assessment tools and touch upon the concept of knowledge-in-
practice.  
 
Next, describing their case study and presenting the details of how they 
implemented a trial, they list some points of incidental learning from this trial. As 
an overarching resolution to the potential major problems in the WIL process, 
they propose higher level of collaboration between universities and school sites. 
 
Chapter 9: Opportunities and Challenges of  
Mobile Technologies in Higher Education Pedagogy in Africa 
The author of Chapter 9, Iraki describes a study on the use of mobile phones in 
Kenyan higher education context. Predicating his study on the problem of 
inadequate utilization of mobile phones for educational purposes, Iraki explores 
the learning benefits to be gained from MLTs, conducting a study in a French 
literature class that required students to use their phones to send SMS messages 
to the teacher. He found that using mobile phones for learning increased student 
autonomy and promoted self-directed learning, and allowed self-paced learning 
and developed problem-solving skills as well. Cultural specificities (e.g. individual 
vs collective) and cultural bottlenecks emerged as very significant factors to be 
taken into account for effective implementation. The author highlights the need 
for better cooperation and increased partnership between private mobile phone 
companies and public institutions. 
 
Chapter 10: Promoting Strategic Reading  
Using the iBooks Author Application 
In Chapter 10, Auer focuses on digital reading in foreign language learning with 
tablets. Reviewing the relevant literature on digital reading and effective reading 
strategies, she then outlines a research project conducted in Denmark by using 
the iBooks Author app.  
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The project aimed to find out how students used reading strategies when they 
used the tablets and which functions of the tablet helped their comprehension. 
She found that students indeed used a wide range of cognitive and metacognitive 
reading strategies reading with tablets. Using Oxford’s (2011) S2R learning 
strategy framework, she exemplifies and elaborates on how to embed reading 
strategies in digital materials. She further cautions against generalizing findings 
from different digital texts/formats (e.g. PDF) because each offers different 
features to support reading. 

 
Chapter 11: Using Mobile Technologies to  
Co-Construct TPACK in Teacher Education 
Similar to Chapter 5, this chapter presents inquiries into how to benefit from 
MLTs (specifically iPads) to support preservice teachers’ learning during their 
practicum, taking Mishra & Koehler’s (2006) TPACK framework and design-based 
approach as the conceptual/practical guidelines. Two key themes, immediacy and 
eroded classroom isolation, have emerged, underscoring the increasing need for 
on-the-spot interaction and real-time communication with faculty and peers. As a 
result, co-learning by preservice teachers and teacher educators of many 
different TPACK domains of knowledge is encouraged, and suggestions to 
improve supportive learning environments for such co-learning that takes into 
account the 21st century learning needs are also made. 

 
Chapter 12: Reconceptualizing Learning Designs in Higher Education 
Based on an ongoing case study in the context of a post-graduate marketing 
course, Chapter 12 lays out a roadmap for transforming traditional classroom 
activities into engaging digital learning activities with iPad. The authors overview 
the rationale and design considerations, describe the adaptations they have had 
to make, and outline the outcomes and improvements they have obtained so far 
in their implementation project. Their clear blow-by-blow description of the 
activity development process is quite helpful and provides a useful exemplary 
model for further practical considerations.  
 
 
They have found that iPad activities facilitate higher levels of student 
engagement and achievement of learning outcomes, and enable more authentic 
and transferrable learning to occur. 
 
Chapter 13: Framing Mobile Learning 
In Chapter 13, Hosler introduces us to Koole’s (2009) FRAME model and 
elucidates on how it can be used as a scaffold to promote inquiry-based, 
constructivist and authentic learning that makes use of MLTs. She exemplifies the 
use of the FRAME model by presenting in detail an inquiry-based instructional 
unit implementation with MLT devices. After reviewing the literature, she first 
explicates the concepts of constructivist environment and inquiry-based learning. 
Then she gives the details of how she implemented the FRAME model, where 
Table 1 on pages 247-248 is particularly helpful in that it shows the specific 
aspects to consider. In a nutshell, she argues that the tenets of inquiry-based 
learning mesh well with the key capabilities of mobile learning, and when these 
are informed by the proper application of FRAME, situated learning activities can 
be rendered more constructively effective. 
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Chapter 14: Integrating Mobile Technologies  
in Multicultural Multilingual Multimedia Projects 
Like Chapter 5 and 11, focusing on teacher education, in this Chapter, Yildiz and 
Scharaldi explore MLT integration into professional teacher development 
curriculum in the light of their study on the impact of MLTs on developing 
multicultural/multilingual curriculum that promotes inclusive/differentiated 
instruction, commitment to community service, and alternative views of global 
education. Describing the implementation process of their “9M Model,” the 
authors explain how they used various MLTs such as laptops, cell phones and GPS 
devices in their teacher education classes. They further outline some of the best 
practices, assessment tools and curriculum models that promote transdisciplinary 
teaching, introduce some innovative uses of MLTs in developing multicultural 
multimedia projects, and demonstrate MLT strategies to engage preservice and 
in-service teachers in project-based globally connected activities by providing 
many sample activities using plenty of Apps. 
 
Chapter 15: Web 2.0 Technology  
Use by Students in Higher Education 
Like Chapter 9, which exemplified MLT use in the context of Kenya, in this 
chapter Gitonga and Murungi also report their study on the use of MLTs (Web 2.0 
technologies) in Kenya tertiary institutions. Similar to the local problem 
mentioned by Iraki in Chapter 9, they also observe the underutilization of such 
technologies in African countries and they set out to ascertain the current status 
of MLT use, their results confirming this observation. Although the majority of 
students were aware of the available Web 2.0 technologies, they did not adopt 
them for their learning. The authors discuss the implications of their study and 
make recommendations for higher education in the light of the relevant 
literature. 

 
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS  
 
The dizzying progress in mobile technologies and their ready adoption for 
everyday uses have made their instructional integration inevitable, as the world 
is moving towards increasing connectedness, networking and continuous 
participation in all types of online platforms. As succinctly put by Pachler et al. 
(2010) in their book titled Mobile Learning, the increasingly “participatory 
culture” today drives the instructional use of MLT tools in a more diversified and 
larger extent for enhanced learner participation. By bringing together important 
research on MLTs from the multiple perspectives of preservice teacher learning, 
course design/redesign, from various geographical contexts (Africa, America, 
Europe, Australia, etc.) and educational levels including considerations of access 
in resource-poor environments, and introducing new and creative applications of 
MLTs, this book makes a remarkable contribution to the field by filling a gap. This 
book is also a great guide for practitioners since it provides many real-time 
hands-on implementations of various frameworks and models with plenty of 
visuals and figures. It also enlightens us about the future potential of MLTs to 
pave the way for educational alternatives to enhance distance learning, 
especially in higher education. As such, this book serves as an invaluable 
reference for those who seek to gain deeper insights into the current and future 
MLT work and for those who wish to get a glimpse into the future of MLTs. 
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A POLICY REVIEW: 
Building Digital Citizenship in Asia-Pacic 

through Safe, E-ective and Responsible Use of ICT 
Edited: Ellie Meleisea, 

Project co-ordinators: Jonghwi Park and Maria Melizza Tan 
Published  by UNESCO Bangkok Office 

 
Information and communications technology (ICT) 
has brought numerous, unprecedented 
opportunities and benefits to our lives. The Internet 
and mobile telephone applications allow easy and 
quick access to people, ideas and information, link 
communities across continents, and boost 
innovation across sectors. ICT has made the world 
more connected, where an increasing number of 
people are actively using various forms of 
technology every day. Today, ICT is no longer an 
optional addition but an integral part of our lives 
that younger generations cannot imagine life 

without. Simultaneously, however, concerns have been growing on the drawbacks and 
risks of using ICT. Some of the challenges include health and mental hazards, breaches in 
data security and safety, misuse of information, or more socially critical issues such as 
digital inequality, or online propaganda and radicalization.  
 
Alarming reports on the negative effects of ICT have prompted authorities to set up risk-
reduction measures – as rigid as national-level content filtering and blocking. While 
precaution and safety are crucial factors to the general wellbeing of a society, such 
drastic actions have the potential to impede the full exploration and participation in the 
digital world that could have educational and personal value. While it is tempting to 
assume that risks can be mitigated and prevented concurrently with ensuring maximized 
and uninhibited opportunities, the truth is that opportunities and risks are two sides of 
the same coin. A growing body of research suggests that although learners who seek 
opportunities in the digital space do face greater risks, they are also able to learn to cope 
with them, in which case the benefits they gain can ultimately outweigh the risks. 
However, it is also evident that the line between risk and danger can be thin, potentially 
exposing learners to detrimental consequences, such as trauma and an overall 
unfavourable experience in the digital world. 
 
The Education 2030 Agenda identifies the acquisition of ICT skills as an essential 
requirement for citizens to confidently thrive in this rapidly evolving society. Considering 
that ICT is the dominant means by which we can participate in and contribute to the 
knowledge society, it is of paramount importance that citizens are equipped with the 
appropriate knowledge, skills and attitudes. Users need to learn to leverage and enjoy 
the countless benefits of using ICT while also becoming resilient in the face of potential 
risks. (Please Click here for full text of Report) 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002468/246813E.pdf
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2015 ERI-Net Regional Study on Transversal 
Competencies 

in Education Policy and Practice (Phase II ) Preparing and 
Supporting Teachers in the Asia-Pacific to Meet the 

Challenges of Twenty-first Century Learning Regional 
Synthesis Report 

  
Edited: Ellie Meleisea, 

Project co-ordinator: Satoko Yano 
Published by the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultur, UNESCO Bangkok Office 

 
 In recent decades the world has changed 
dramatically. Globalization and migration, 
rapid technological advancement and 
widespread ease of Access to information 
are changes that require a deliberate 
adjustment in the ways we deliver 
education. In order to prepare students for 
today’s realities, education systems are now 
compelled to focus more on developing 
students’ skills and competencies that would 
develop them holistically. Moving beyond 
foundational skills like literacy and 
numeracy skills, students need 
competencies such as creativity, critical 
thinking, collaboration, self-awareness, 

conflict resolution, and ethical use of ICT. Students need these new sets of generic 
skills to equip them for the challenges and changes ahead. In 2013, UNESCO Bangkok 
adopted the term ‘transversal competencies’ to describe these skills and competencies 
needed for the twenty-first century. The changes brought about by globalised world 
and diverse societies, have heightened the need to foster these transversal 
competencies and the new role of teachers is seen as vital to developing them.  
 
Ensuring that students engage in meaningful activities and experiences that lead to 
developing these competencies necessitates a change in the mindsets and roles of 
teachers. From being transmitters of factual knowledge, teachers now need to be 
facilitators of active learning, using strategies and approaches that are very different 
from those employed in conventional classrooms.  
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If teachers are to facilitate students’ acquisition of transversal competencies, however, 
they must be provided with support, and the required education reforms must be 
implemented. Specifically, teachers need to embark on professional 
developmentactivities that prepare them to cultivate students’ transversal/generic 
competencies in the classroom and beyond. 
 
This report, prepared by the Asia Pacific Education Research Institutes Network 
(ERI‑Net), under the auspices of UNESCO Bangkok, is the third and final in a series of 
in-depth studies on transversal competencies.  
 
This final study examined how teachers in the Asia‑Pacific region are being prepared 
and supported to meet the challenges of facilitating the learning of transversal 
competencies.  
 
The study compiled the findings of ten case studies from nine countries in the 
Asia‑Pacific region, and has identified an urgent need for school- and system-level 
support to create a ‘space’ in which transversal competencies can be deliberately 
taught, learned and assessed, with teachers as the key.  
 
The report offers valuable insights applicable to the Asia‑Pacific region and beyond. It 
is hoped that policy-makers, educators and experts will find this a useful resource in 
advancing the Professional.  

 
(Please Click here for full text of Report) 

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002468/246852e.pdf
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STUDY 11. 
DRAFT CHARTER AND DRAFT STATUES 
OF THE PALETSINE OPEN UNIVERSITY 

 
Reported L. MELEIKA, 

Published by the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultur, UNESCO, Paris, June,30, 1980 

 
THIS Document is so important from point of Paletsine education cornerstone view 
before realizing 1st International Paletsine Distance Education and Learning Conference 
on March 19-20, 2017 

 

 
In the response to the wish of the Paletsine National Council to constitute a university 
fort he advancement of learning and knowledge by teaching and research and fort he 
provision of university education to the Paletsine people, and by virtue of authority 
vested in the Executive Committe of PLO by the Paletsine National Council, wehere 

byissue the following Charter:.. 
 

(Please Click here for full text of Report) 

http://www.glokalde.com/pdf/issues/9/study-11-draft-charter-and-draft-statues-of-the-paletsine-open-university.pdf



